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Conference Summary
This year's conference was special for two reasons. First, it coincided with the 150th
anniversary of the host institution, the City College of New York; and second, it marked
the beginning of a transition period for the project towards self-sufficiency through
heightened activities and expenditures relevant to mainstream NASA programs and
commercialization.
The conference began with a heartfelt, prideful welcome message from Dr. Yolanda
Moses, President of City College. That was followed with an encouraging and challenging
message from Dr. Milton Halem, City College alumnus and Chief of the Earth and Space
Data Computing Division of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Dr. Halem
showcased the new and exciting horizons that the agency was embarking on and stated that
the future couldn't be brighter for minority community participation. I followed with a
"MU-SPIN Update".
I began by providing the audience with examples of accomplishments made towards
advancing the goals of our "Expert Institute" concepts and with statistics of training and
infrastructure impact, while paying special notice to the large part of our community that
still is lacking in basic technology infrastructure, and therefore characterized my speech as
"A Tale of Two Projects". While we are positioning ourselves to be partners in NASA's
New Millennium programs, we cannot forget those of us who continue to struggle to
provide the basics that many parts of our society take for granted. I closed by stating that
we must push hard to prepare ourselves for showcasing our abilities to compete effectively,
while we concurrently uplift those partners who are at the very beginning of understanding
how technology fits into educational and institutional goals for science and math.
Day 1 concluded with presentations from the Principal Investigators of the Network
Resources and Training Sites (NRTS). These presentations were characterized by
accomplishments and impacts of the MU-SPIN program in the minority educational
community last year. The presentations were augmented with strong testimonials from
faculty, principals, teachers and students of partnering schools.
Day 2 began with presentations from NASA's Mission to Planet Earth Office and the Office
of Space Science on how our schools' activities can be more relevant to NASA's missions.
Then the rest of day 2 was spent collaborating in special break-out sessions on MU-SPIN
activities designed to promote collaboration and science.
The final day hosted our call for participation's which highlighted current NASA relevant
science in our institutions and concluded with further break-outs on special MU-SPIN
activities.
The attendance this year set an all time record of 191. That will be difficult to match next
year when we head to the southwest, however, the quality that has always characterized
our annual conference will remain. See you next year!
James L. Harrington Jr.
MU-SPIN Project Manager
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Wednesday, October 8, 1997
8:30 - 10:00 a.m. Registration
Ft. Lee Hilton
10:00 - 10:30 a.m. Welcome
Dr. Yolanda Moses, President of City College
10:30 - 11:00 a.m. Opening Remarks
Dr. Milton Halem, Chief, Earth and Space Data Computing Division
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and CCNY Alumnus
11:00 - 11:45 a.m. MU-SPIN Update
Mr. James Harrington, MU-SPIN Project Manager
12:00 - 12:45 p.m. Lunch
1:00 - 2:30 p.m. NRTS Presentations
Dr. Shermane Austin, City College of New York
Dr. Linda Hayden, Elizabeth City State University
Dr. Michael Kofitsky, University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. William Lupton, Morgan State University
2:30 - 2:45 p.m. Break
2:45 - 3:45 p.m. NRTS Presentations - continued
Dr. Willard Smith, Tennessee State University
Dr. Donald Walter, South Carolina State University
Dr. John Williams, Prairie View A&M University
3:45 - 4:00 p.m. Closing Remarks
Mr. James Harrington, MU-SPIN Project Manager
4:00 p.m. Adjourn
6:00 p.m. Poster Session/Reception
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Thursday, October 9, 1997
7:00 - 8:00 a.m. Breakfast
8:00 a.m. Buses Leave for City College
8:30 - 9:15 a.m. Opening Remarks
Mr. James Harrington, MU-SPIN Project Manager
9:15 - 9:45 a.m. Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE)
Mr. James R. Greaves, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
9:45 - 10:15 a.m. Office of Space Science (OSS)
Mr. Paul Hunter, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
10:15 - 10:30 a.m. Break
10:30 - 11:15 a.m. National Science Foundation
Dr. David Staudt, National Science Foundation
11:15 - 11:45 a.m. Minority University Research & Education Division
Ms. Bettie White, NASA Headquarters
12:00 - 12:45 p.m.
1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Lunch/Campus Tour
Remote Sensing/GIS Break-out Session - Steinman Hall - Room T-428
Dr. Aft Modarres, California State University at Los Angeles
Robotics Break-out Session - Steinman Hall - Room T-619
Dr. Shermane Austin, City College of New York
Dr. Chitta Burral, University of Texas at El Paso
Mr. Robert Cole, Gompers High School
Multimedia Break-out Session - Steinman Halt - Room T-254
Dr. Samuel Borenstein, York College
Dr. Bruce Naples, Queensboro Community College
Dr. Donald Walter, South Carolina State University
Dr. George Wolberg, City College of New York
Networking Break-out Session - Steinman Hall - Room T-312
Ms. Mona Absalon, Bowie State University
Mr. Darnley Archer, Elizabeth City State University
Mr. Carl Taylor, Prairie View A&M University
2:00 - 2:15 p.m.
Pre-College MSET Education Programs Break-out Session
Steinman Hall - Room T-105
Dr. Marino Alvarez, Tennessee State University
Ms. Barbara Helland, Krell Institute
Dr. Beverly Lynds, University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research
Break
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Thursday, October 9,
3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:45 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
1997 - continued
MU-SPIN Consultants
Dr. Ely Dorsey, Howard University
Mr. Maurice Foxworth and Ms. Cynthia Dinkins, Foxworth & Dinkins
Ms. Valerie Thomas, LaVal Corporation
Adjourn
Buses Leave for Ft. Lee Hilton
Reception
Awards Dinner
Friday, October 10, 1997
7:00 - 8:00 a.m. Breakfast
8:00 a.m. Buses Leave for City College
8:30 - 8:45 a.m. Opening Remarks
Mr. Reginald Eason, MU-SPIN Deputy Project Manager
8:45 - 10:30 a.m. Call for Participation Presentations
Dr. Nizar AI-Holou, University of Detroit Mercy
Dr. S. Raj Chaudhury, Norfolk State University
Mr. Brian Giza, University at Texas at Austin
10:30 - 10:45 a.m. Break
10:45 - 11:45 a.m. Call for Participation Presentations - continued
Dr. Katherine H. Price, Texas A&M University at Corpus Christi
Dr. Linda Hayden and Mr. Kurt E. Roberson, Elizabeth City State University
12:00 - 12:45 p.m. Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Advanced Networking and Technology
Dr. Tarek Saaddawi, City College of New York
Ms. Bessie Whitaker, NASA Ames Research Center
Multimedia Break-out Session
Dr. Michael Kolitsky, University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. William Lupton, Morgan State University
Dr. Mou-Liang Kung and Mr. Wallace Hendricks, Norfolk State University
Networking Break-out Session
Mr. Kurt Roberson, Elizabeth City State University
Dr. Shermane Austin, City College of New York
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Friday, October 10, 1997 - continued
1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Pre-College MSET Education Programs Break-out Session
Ms. Elaine Lewis, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Ms. Carolyn Harris, NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies
Institutional SEM Development & Proposal Writing
Break-out Session
Dr. Mildred Boyd, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Dr. Nagi Wakim, Bowie State University
Distance Learning Break-out Session
Dr. Henry Ingle, University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. John Williams, Prairie View A&M University
3:00 p.m. Adjourn
3:15 p.m. Buses Leave for Ft. Lee Hilton
6:15 p.m. G roup Activity
Visiones Jazz Club
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Mr. Richard L. Ashe Jr.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Minority Science & Engineering Initiatives
Office
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Mail Stop 72-109
Pasadena, CA 91109
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818-393-4977
richard.l.ashe@jpl.nasa.gov
Mr. Perwaiz Aslam
Claflin College
Computer Center
400 College Avenue
128 JST
Orangeburg, SC 29115
803-535-5250
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MAST High School
207-01 ll6Avenue Cambria Heights
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Welcome
Dr. Yolanda Moses
President
City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
212-650-7285
212-650-7680
ytm@crow.admin.ccny.cuny.edu
I am delighted to welcome you to the Seventh Annual Users' Conference of the Minority University-Space
InterdisciplinaryNetwork, also known as MU-SPIN.
City College is proud to be part of this important event, which is co-sponsored by the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center and the National Science Foundation. MU-SPIN is a comprehensive educational
initiativefor HistoricallyBlack Colleges and Universities, and other universities with large minority student
enrollments. Its focus is on the transfer of advanced computer networking technologies to these
institutions and their use for supportingmulti-disciplinary research.
The MU-SPIN program offers many valuable and vitally needed services to the university community. This
includes hands-on training for faculty and students in accessing resources over the Internet; hands-on
training to technical staff in local area and campus network installation, management and user support;
along with technical sessions and technical video lectures on network related issues, to name just a few.
I am happy to report that CCNY has a number of important connections with NASA. Foremost among
these is the fact that NASA's Administrator, Mr. Daniel S. Goldin, is one of our most distinguished
graduates, an alumnus of City College's Class of 1962.
For over a decade, CCNY has operated a regional NASA Teacher Resource Center, with support from
NASA and other sources. The Center supplies New York City teachers with motivational aerospace
educational materials and support services. One of its most important functions has been to make them
better aware of the many ways that this material can be utilizedin the classroom.
The Center has been quite successful in making aerospace education accessible to teachers and to
curriculum designers. It also offers in-service instructional programs, including visits to NASA sites, for
teacher groups.
We also had a recent aerospace connection with the National Science Foundation, through our
Aerospace Science Leadership Institute, funded by the NSF. The Institute offered in-depth training on all
aspects of aerospace science for 90 elementary and middle school teachers, preparing them to be
"master teachers" of science and peer trainers.
During the past seven years, MU-SPIN has brought together over a thousand professionals, helping them
to learn from each other's experiences, to identify new resources, and to find solutions to the issues and
problems they face concerning advanced computer networking technologies.
This year's conference will continue to focus on the networking needs of minority schools. It will provide a
national forum to showcase successful examples of computer networking, and in using computer
technology to enhance faculty and student development in scientific and technical research for
education.
19
City College is proud to be a conference hoston the occasion of our 150th Anniversary celebration. The
Sesquicentennial year has offered us the opportunity to celebrate the College's remarkable
achievements. For example, CCNY ranks 9th nationally in alumni who have gone on to eam doctorates,
and is among the top dozen schools in the number of alumni who have become leading executives in
American business and industry.
It is especially appropriate for CCNY to take a leading role in MU-SPIN, inview of the fact that we also have
one of the nation's largest contingents of minority students working toward Ph.D.'s in the sciences. I am
also proud to informyou that CCNY is now the nation's leading source of African-American baccalaureate
recipients, apart from the historicallyBlack institutions.
Our Sesquicentennial is more than an opportunityto look back. It also offers us the chance to plan for the
future. And our participation and support for conferences such as this one symbolize our commitment to
build a college that prepares its students, including large numbers of minority students, to meet the
challenges of the 21st Century.
I wish to thank you for attending, and I hope you enjoy your visit to our campus. I am confident that you will
be successful in achieving the ambitious goals that have been set for this conference.
2O
Opening Remarks
Dr. Milton Halem
Chief, Earth and Space Data Computing Division
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and CCNY Alumnus
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MU-SPIN Update
Mr. James Harrington
Project Manager
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NRTS Presentations
Dr. Shermane Austin
City College of New York
Dr. Linda Hayden
Elizabeth City State University
Dr. Michael Kolitsky
University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. William Lupton
Morgan State University
Dr. Willard Smith
Tennessee State University
Dr. Donald Walter
South Carolina State University
Dr. John Williams
Prairie View A&M University
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The objective of the CCNY NRTS is to provide network connectivity for partner colleges and K- 12 schools
to support and facilitate participation in NASA-related research and/or education programs.
The CCNY NRTS is an outgrowth of the Institute for Climate and Planets sponsored by the Goddard
Institute for Space Studies which provides research/education opportunities in climatology, meteorlogy and
planetary science for CUNY and NYC public school faculty and students. The NRTS functions as a
technical wing of the ICP, providing the network infrastructure, Intemet access, etc. to enable ICP partner
campuses and schools to participate fully in ICP-related program.
As the NRTS has evolved, its role has expanded to provide and support more general MSET network
connectivity and application requirements and for activities and programs among the partner schools.
The NRTS co-investigators are:
Prof. Shermane Austin, NRTS PI
Prof. Neville Parker, AMP Project Director
Dr. James Hansen, head, GISS
Regional
CUNY colleges
LaGuardia Community College
Medgar Evers College
Queensborough Community {,_',:,liege
York College
NYC High Schools
A. Philip Randolph HS
Louis Brandeis HS
Bronx HS of Science
Samuel Gompers HS
Math, Science and Technolo!4', HS
George Washington HS
Partners
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Other Colleges
Baxuch College
Borough of Manhattan Community College
Bronx Community College
Hunter College
La Guardia C_,ommunity!Conege
Lehman College
Medgar Evers College
New York City Technical College
Queens College
Queensborough Community College
York College
High Schools
A. Phillip Randolph High School
Aviation H.S.
Brandeis H.S.
Bronx High School of Science
Chelsea H.S.
Columbus H.S.
DeWitt Clinton H.S.
Evander Childs H.S.
Far Rockaway H.S.
International H.S.
Manhattan Center H.S.
Middle Coltege High School
Park West I-LS.
Samuel Gompers H.S.
John Jay H.S.
Kennedy H.S.
MAST H.S.
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis H.S
Roosevelt H.S.
Stuyvesant H.S.
Martin Van Buren H.S.
Ge,xa'ge Washin]gton H.S.
K-8 Se_ols
IS 145Q
Dist.30
M.S. 143 X.
I.S. 90
IS 180
IS 181
IS 135
IS 189
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Programs
CCNY STEM Program
MASTAP Program
Weather Watch Project
Upward Bound/Urban Scholars Program
Consortium for School Development
PRES Program
ICP Program
NASA Teachers Resource Center
CUNY Institute of Transportation
EITAP
NYC Board of Education .Staff Developmem
Others
Hilt Enterprises
Howard Stein-Hudson Associates, tnc_,
A.I.E. Associates
Doceny International
J &; S International Inc.
Spread Information
D.H.A. Consulting
NYC Dept of Transportation
New York City Transit Authority
Butler Computer Services
dDa the
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College LAN Enhancements
I
LaGuardia Community College Backbone
Network delivery platform based on High Performance Ethemet Switching and shared 1
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High School LANs
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Other Highlights
Net Day 97
Manhattan High School Superintendent's Office
MH
_Manhal:_n High $chook
Pilot Mouse
Internet Access via Cable TV
Pilot Project: Bronx H.S. of Science
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Dr. Linda Bailey Hayden
Elizabeth City State University
P.O. Box 672
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
919-335-3617
919-335-3487
haydenl @mindspring.com
Introduction
Goals of the Network Resources and Training Site at Elizabeth City State University am to provide training
and network connectivity support for HBCU/MI partners and targeted secondary school partners. This
NRTS also serves as an expert site in Earth System Science and High Performance Networking.
All NRTS HBCU/MI partners have hosted training and/or received technical assistance site visits from the
NRTS staff. In addition, a meeting of all NRTS HBCU/MI partners was conducted on the campus of Norfolk
State University in the BEST Lab. Representatives from GSFC and LaRC also attended the partners
meeting. Topics of discussion included consortium funding strategies and joint activities. The following
are HBCU/MI Partners: Norfolk State University-HBCU, Hampton University-HBCU, Fayetteville State
University-HBCU, Virginia State University-HBCU, University of North Carolina at Pembroke-MI, Bennett
College-HBCU. The following are highlightsof NRTS HBCU/MI collaborations.
1. Norfolk State University and ECSU submitteda proposal to the MTPE Working Prototype Earth
System Science Partnership CAN97.
2. University of North Carolina at Pembroke and ECSU NRTS implemented an Eisenhower grant for
Purnell Sweet Teacher Technology Training.
3. Fayetteville State University conducted a CU-SeeMe Videoconferencing Workshop during the
summer of 1997 Educators 2-week training.
4. All HBCU/MI partners attended a planning meeting at Norfolk State University.
5. Four Hampton University Computer Science graduate students received fellowship money
through the NRTS Graduate Success Award.
6. Virginia State University used the portable Macintosh training laboratory and NRTS trainers during
its Jan. 1997 faculty workshops.
7. One Bennett College faculty and one administrator attended the 2-week summer training.
Measurable Results: Training Activities
The Network Resources and Training Site at Elizabeth City State University is funded by the Minority
University Space Interdisciplinary Network (MUSPIN) Office of Goddard Space Flight Center. A ribbon-
cutting ceremony to celebrate the new NRTS facility in Lester Hall was held in conjunction with the first
MU-SPIN regional training workshop on November 1, 1995. Since that official opening the NRTS has
conducted over 150 training workshops at its site and on the campuses of its HBCU/MI partners and its
predominately minority attended secondary school partners. Well over 2000 educators, students and
administrators have attended the training. Workshop topics range from Introduction to the World Wide
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predominately minority attended secondary school partners. Well over 2000 educators, students and
administrators have attended the training. Workshop topics range from Introduction to the Wodd Wide
Web to Using the Intemet for Research and Advanced Networking Architecture. During the 1996-97
academic year alone, over 80 training workshops were conducted involving over 1400 participants. A
portable training lab consisting of 15 Macintosh notebook computers and a caching server enhanced the
NRTS ability to train at a variety ot off-site locations.
Two major training events took place during the fall and spring semesters (Oct. 31 - Nov. 2, 1996 and April
17-19, 1997). The training events include both atechnical track and an educators track. The technical
track includes topics relevant to persons charged with setting up computer networks and maintaining
them. Topics include LAN/WAN Planning Issues; LAN Software & Management; Ped Programming; and
NASA's Atlas Model for Low Cost Connectivity. Training was conducted by NRTS staff and MUSPIN staff
members.
An extended training workshop for educators was held during summer 1996. The secondary school
summer training was designed to give educators intensive exposure to Internet and connectivity
concepts. During the four week program, participants were exposed to many computer platforms
including Sun, Silicon Graphics, PCs and Macintosh. Visiting lecturers which added a unique dimension
to the program, represented an array of programs which NASA supports. Each visitor presented effective
ways to integrate the internet into the curriculum and to bring the technology to secondary school
classrooms. Particil_ants learned not only to navigate the Internet but also to join in the effort to design the
look and feel of Cyberspace as they aggressively joined their efforts to design Webpages for their schools
which documented the individual school's mission, programs, student activities and lots more. A two-
week training workshop for 12 educators took place during summer'97 at the NRTS site. A second two-
week workshop for high school students was conducted in Portsmouth, VA.
Measurable Results: Network Connectivity
Netday training was hosted by the NRTS for all parent and community volunteers. Training included
instructions in terminating cables, punch down boxes, ladder safety and cabling fundamentals. In
addition, Netday grants were provided to secondary schools with which they could purchase cable and
supplies for their Netday events. Representatives from the Coast Guard Base in Elizabeth City assisted
the effort in North Carolina while Senator Chades Robb assisted with the Virginia Netday efforts.
At this time all secondary school partners are at Level 1 (entry level - training only) or Level 2 (training and
connectivity). During summer97 we anticipate Douglass Park and Emily Spong Elementary Schools to
move to Level 3 the highest level of secondary school participation. Both Emily Spong and Douglass Park
were completely networked during NetDay and follow up visits by the NRTS engineers and network
manager. At Level 3, the school is a full functioning training site independent of the ECSU-NRTS. At
Level 3, the school has a fast & robust Internet connection; fully trained teachers and staff;, one or more
technology coordinators; projection equipment; and is capable of scheduling and conducting training
events for other schools, parents and community members.
NRTS engineers and staff have made numerous visits to North Carolina schools to assist with their
connectivity efforts. Presentations were made at a December meeting with the superintendents from all
school systems in Roanoke River Valley.
The NRTS also hosted a meeting of RRVC educators and administrators including representatives from
Langley Research Center. A concept paper to strengthen the partnership with LaRC, RRVC, Purnell
Swett High, Camden County Schools and the NRTS was submitted but was not funded. The Warren
County School superintendent has accepted the network infrastructure proposal to Warren County Public
Schools and are starting the implementation of the network cabling, hubs, and Atlas Server.
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Secondary school partners used their $45000.00 to enhance connectivity. In addition to the $45000.00
and NetDay funds, secondary schools were provided funds to cover registration fees for the WHRO -CII
Technology conference in Norfolk, Va and the Virginia Society for Technology in Education Conference
in Blacksburg, Va.
Measurable Results: Earth System Science and High Performance Neworks
Dr. Hayden, NRTS Principal Investigator completed a Faculty ASEE Research Assignment at Langley
Research Center which resulted in Memorandum of Agreement #368 and the technology transfer rights
to serve a flagship role in bring the ATLAS caching server model to al NRTS. NASA policy elevates the
commercial technology mission to a fundamental NASA mission as important as any in the agency. The
NRTS at ECSU has committed to the commercialization of ATLAS technology model of connectivity
through MOA#368 and NASA-LaRC announcement #97-019 released June 20, 1997. The NRTS at
ECSU has partnered with ADNET, MUSPIN and Foxwcrth and Dinkens Inc. to ensure that the
commercialization of ATLAS will be realized. Currently this team is pursuing a joint venture between
ECSU-NRTS and URLabs to establish the NRTS as an authorized training site for the URLab ATLAS
model caching server.
In addition to technology transfer, the NRTS at ECSU has been tasked with developing two additional
areas of expertise which are High Performance Networking and Earth System Science Education. Earth
System Science Education programs are administered by an advisory board which includes
representatives from MTPE, EPA, The North Carolina Supercomputer Center, Langley Research Center,
Goddard Space Flight Center and the ECSU Geology Department. A exciting two-day summer academy
in Earth System Science was conducted on June 17-18, 1997 for high school students.
ECSU is currently pursuing partnership in the Distributed Image Spreadsheet Application (DISS) under
NASA Research and Education Network project through Ames Research Laboratory. Mr. Jim Harris of
Evans-Harris and Associates is assisting with the logistical arrangements while Foxworth and Dinkins, Inc is
assisting with the drafting of an MOA between Ames, GSFC, ECSU and the University of Missouri.The
goal will be to establish ECSU as a training site for the DISS user group while serving in flagship role to
bring the NREN technology to the entire NRTS community.
A NRTS server usage report indicates that February 1997 was the month of highest usage while May'96
was the lowest. School closes during the first week of May and does not reopen for summer school until
late May. The 2-3 weeks during May when the school is not in session account for the light usage.
Between May'96 and April'97 the server was accessed 7577 times for a variety of purposes.
Measurable Results: STUDENT IMPACT
The NRTS provides $50,000.00 annually in scholarships to selected ECSU students who major in
mathematics, computer science or technology. In addition, the NRTS gives service awards to students
who have given dedicated service to the NRTS center. Students who receive the scholarship, work with a
faculty mentor in a structured setting to learn the fundamentals of science research. Two teams, The ATM
Networking Team and The HTMIEJAVA Team have presented thei,' research findings at several regional
and national conferences including National Association for Equal Opportunity Higher Education High
Tech Expo (NAFEO), Seizing Opportunities for Advancing Research (SOAR) Undergraduate Research
Conference, ADMI Symposium on Computing at Minority Institutions, and the National Conference for
Undergraduate Research (NCUR). In addition, student researchers participated in the Undergraduate
Poster Session during the MUSPIN Conference96.
NRTS Service Awards were presented during the university's Honors Day Program. The Service Award
included a certificate and a check for $100. Recipients of the Service Award had contributed significantly
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to the NRTS operations and programs. The services included assisting with training sessions, assisting
with secondary school and ECSU networkingjobs.
8_
Dr. Michael A. Kolitsky
University of Texas at El Paso
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NASA/TSU Network Resources and Training Site
Tennessee State University
Second Annual Report
Dr. Willard A. Smith, NRTS Principal Investigator
INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes NASA/TSU NRTS activities for 1996-1997 and some of the planning
for 1997-1998. Included are some of the discussions of the Regional Network Committee's
work toward becoming an enterprise operation. This document also reflects some of the plans
for Year Three, and in some cases beyond, for the NASA/TSU NRTS Enterprise.
MILESTONES AND DELIVERABLES
The Milestones and Deliverables for the Second Year of the NASA/TSU Network Resources and
Training Site (NRTS), as specified in the Cooperative Agreement Number NCC 5-96, were
accomplished by August 14, 1997. Several of the original goals for year two have been exceeded.
Specific discussions of these accomplishments and related events are as follows:
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) connections to the Intemet for all of the partners in
the Metro area were in place. T 1 lines are installed at all of the Universities except Fisk
in the Metro area and at LeMoyne-Owen in Memphis and these connections are in
process. The Metropolitan Nashville/Davidson County Schools are all connected with at
least one ISDN line and plans for expansion of the bandwidth as use increases are under
consideration.
The Local Area Network (LAN) plans, as stated for year two, have been implemented
for the MSET departments at the NASA/TSU NRTS campus and satellite sites. A
significant addition not in the original plan is a Parallel Processing Lab implemented in the
Math Department at TSU for collaborative research over the Internet with the University
of Tennessee Knoxville and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. NRTS funds provided the
wiring and a grant from DOE provided the high end workstations and the server.
Baseline application servers were in place at all of the universities and in place or being
installed at the elementary and secondary sites of the NASA/TSU NRTS project. The
services vary with the needs of the site as shown in the follov, fing more detailed
Partnership Reports.
User Support and Network Operations Offices are functioning at the NRTS sites. The
Universities have dedicated on site staff at all institutions. The elementary and secondary
schools had limited on site staff, but a central support staff through the Technical and
Library Services Group was available through the Metropolitan Nashville/Davidson
County School System. These schools and all the NRTS sites also had direct phone and
on-line support from the NASA/TSU NRTS Help Desk at Tennessee State University.
Remote network management procedures are under development. The interface with
MU-SPIN seems effective, but presently not all of the satellite sites are using SNMP to
allow the needed interfaces. Remote network management procedures and extended
support and maintenance are topics for our next Regional Network Committee meeting.
The Marshall Space Flight Center has been very helpful in analysis and planning for
improvement of performance of the TSU Network. The suggestion to install a 10-Base-t
campus isolation switch seems to be a very good solution to the slow performance of the
system.
The funds for the NASA/TSU NRTS Project continue to be leveraged to a considerable
degree. The continued funding of the Metropolitan Nashville/Davidson County Schools,
the work and funding at Knoxville college, Lane College and the in the departments of
Math, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, and Agriculture at TSU has totaled well
over $600,000 in year two. Other funding with leveraging efforts are still pending as of
this date. Several of the NRTS sites accomplished outstanding improvements and
enhancements to the networks and services at there sites. These are discussed in detail in
the Partnership Reports that follow.
PARTNERSHIP REPORT
All NASA/TSU NRTS partners have been involved in training at their sites and/or technical site
visits to address the needs of each of the sites. The NASA/TSU NRTS Regional Network
Committee (RNC) met regularly to discuss common interests. In the last three meetings we
worked with Dr. Ely Dorsey, our NASA/TSU NRTS consultant. The goal of this work with Dr.
Dorsey is to become an enterprise operation. These meetings have gone very well. The regional
partners have cooperated in the development of the Electronic Flash?, a newsletter to share
information and interest with ,he NRTS sites and GSFC. The design for revisions of
NASA/TSU NRTS Home Page are another enterprise effort. These revisions are in progress.
For Year Three of the Grant period the Regional Network Committee is preparing a joint design
to develop a collaborative support and maintenance function for the consortium. This report was
an enterprise wide report prepared with input, editing, and review of the full RNC.
Electronic Flash?: The first edition of the Newsletter was published in August 1997.
Dr. John Vickers, Dr. Willie Brown, Ms. Marsha Williams, Dr. John Springer, Dr. James
Holloway, and Dr. Willard Smith will serve as the editorial staff of the Paper. Dr. Thomas, one
of 25 Physicists at Fisk University, worked in setting up a chat link for the committee to meet
on-line in June to address the purposes of the newsletter established by the RNC. This did not
prove to be satisfactory. Communications by E-mail are much more effective. Difficulties in
scheduling and in the different typing speeds and skills of the chat participants were major
problems with this "chat room" effort. Additional work will be done to enhance communications
on the Electronic Flash? and the other enterprise wide activities.
Support and Maintenance: This is a problem on every campus of the NASA/TSU
NRTS cluster. The overall lack of funding, needed equipment that is not available, and trained
personnel to support and maintain equipment and services, related to technology have been
identified as problems. The goal of this effort is to develop a better way to address these
problems as an enterprise wide operation. With a good plan and its implementation, we hope to
find ways to fund the process, and use the strengths of equipment and personnel of each site, and
share these scarce resources to make our services more helpful and functional to our Math,
Science, Engineering, and Technology (MSET) clientele.
Year Three Cooperation: Preliminary Proposals for the year three efforts were received
June 1997. These proposals will be shared and the RNC will direct the efforts and funds of the
NASAfl'SU NRTS toward the proposals, or components of proposals of most benefit or of
greatest need.
HIGHLIGHTS AT NRTS PARTNERS
Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical University: Dr. John Vickers and the
Academic Computerization group implemented an automatic E-mail system for every registered
student at Alabama A&M. This is automatically updated with each registration. Complete
documentation of the system is available to every user. This has resulted in all fifty-five hundred
plus students learning the E-mail component of the Network systems. This system has resulted
in all of the departments on campus cooperating in common E-mail systems and services. The E-
mail system connects all labs and offices wired on the A&M campus.
Fisk University: Dr. John Springer has led Fisk in obtaining five of the recent challenge
grants from the NASA regional sites. Work is underway with NASA at Ames to collaboratively
upgrade the Internet connection to further enhance the research using the Intemet. Upgrade of
the Internet connection to T1 is in process as this paper is written and should be completed by
the time of this meeting. This connection is arranged through The Tennessee Board of Regents
(TBR) a partner of the NASA/TSU NRTS project. Through a ieveraged agreement the
Tennessee Board of Regents is able to provide these connections at a 60-+ Percentage reduction
below the BBN Planet price, allows for a leveraged saving of-$85,000 per year for the Lines at
Fisk, Lane. TSU, Meharry, and LeMoyne-Owen. There is a long term agreement to continue
arrangement for T1 lines after completion of the current project. Fisk successfully hosted the
Spring Hands on Sessions of the MU-SPIN Workshops.
Jackson State University: Dr. Willie Brown led in the development of a Department of
Defense Modernization Grant for the University. Jackson State University and the Computer
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Science Deparlment will be involved in WEB-BASED training with connections to the
University of Illinois' National Center for Super Computing. Dr. Brown also arranged for the
transfer of sixteen computers from the Navy Meteorology Command at NASA Stennis Space
Center to Blackburn Middle School, a Jackson State University partner school. The computer
science department installed the computers, networked the computers, and provided Internet
access through a modem connected to Jackson State. High speed lines will be installed with
cooperation of the Mississippi State Department of Education state wide education network
project. The University has contracted a firm to design and install a campus wide fiber backbone
for the continued development of networking at Jackson State University.
Kentucky State University: Dr. Tom Hughes led in documenting the design of the first
campus wide network plan for Kentucky State University. The NRTS grant funded released
time for Dr. Hughes, from his duties at KSU, to allow him to coordinate the plan. With the help
of the state and outside grant funds considerable progress was made toward implementing the
plan. Plans to extend the network across US Highway 60 to the technology facilities of the
Kentucky State University South Campus are in place for the coming year. KSU hosted training
provided by the NASA/TSU NRTS Staff for the faculty and Staff of KSU. The training on the
use of the Internet and related materials are now being used to do their own training.
Kings Lane Middle School: Mr. Bruce Howell led, in cooperation with the NASA/TSU
NRTS staff, in planning and installing the network connections of the Kings Lane Middle School.
Fifty-six connection drops were installed in the appropriate learning sites of the school. A new
server and computers are being installed. The computers being placed at Kings Lane are a
combination of computers purchased by NRTS and surplus computers from NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center through the Stevenson Wydler Act. The recycled computers were tested and
reconditioned by TSU students before installation at the school. The NRTS students at TSU
have been a valuable asset to Kings Lane and to many of the Metro-Nashville/Davidson County
Schools served by the "Help Desk"/on site services of the NASA/TSU NRTS center. As the
public schools worked to meet the mandates of connecting all school buildings in Tennessee to
the Internet via an ISDN line the shortage of staff in the Metro Schools in implementing this plan
was acute. Several TSU students, on the NRTS Staff, and in the Computer Science Department,
were very helpful and received valuable experiences in this huge effort.
Knoxville College: A new computer lab for the Math Department at Knoxville College
was the result of G. Mosthafa Pathan attending an MU-SPIN TSU workshop in the spring of
1996 on "how to create a networked lab". Mosthafa determined he could do all of the wiring to
create a lab. At that time Knoxville College had two small antiquated labs for word processing.
Through Mosthafa's efforts Knoxville College acquired - $150,000 of outside funding from the
National Science Foundation in cooperation with The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and
the United States Air Force. He convinced the college to fund the remodeling of the classroom
with college funds. A raised floor was put in the lab to allow for covering of all of the wiring.
Through the leverage of the support of the NASA/TSU NRTS project he completed work in the
remodeled classroom in the Science Building, installed the wiring, and computers for a 24-station
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lab. NASA/TSU NRTS bought the necessary server for the lab. NASA/TSU NRTS working
with the local phone company in Knoxville, Tennessee is in the process of connecting this lab to
the campus TI connection. Through an additional $50,000 grant form the United States Navy,
Mosthafa is completing a 16-station lab for Physics research. With the Knoxville College
contributions these projects will exceed $250,000 and provide two fully networked labs on a
campus of ~ 400 students.
Lane College: Dr. Darlene Brooks has led in connection of the Science Lab
Campus Fiber backbone. This was done through leveraging of Title Three fimds and support of
the NRTS Help Desk at Tennessee State University. A new server was installed and the NRTS
project provided funding for the wiring for the new computer lab in the Academic building that is
currently under construction. Efforts continue to extend full Intemet connections to all campus
work stations.
to t:
LeMoyne-Owen College: Mr. Gerald Floumoy had not been a regular attendee at the
NRTS Workshops or at the Regional Network Committee. He has been replaced by Wilson
Ojwang and a backup member. NT Server Licenses have been purchased by NASA/TSU NRTS
for the Alpha Server at the college. LeMoyne-Owen College manages the web site for the Dr.
Martin Luther King Museum and has a significant outreach to the low income housing area
around the college. The residents use the computer labs in the evenings and on the weekends.
The Internet connection at LeMoyne-Owen was upgraded to a T1 line in late September 1997,
with the help of the above discussed TBR arrangement.
Meharry Medical College: Ms. Marsha Williams is currently involved in designing a
network plan for the campus for the future. This is in cooperation with Bell South and will be
completed in the near future. Meharry hosted the spring workshops for the NASA/TSU NRTS
cluster in the Learning Resource Center on the Meharry Campus. NRTS has ordered a new Web
server to enhance the presence of Meharry Medical College on the Internet. Further plans will be
developed based on the Network Plan now being deveioped by Meharry and Bell South.
Pearl-Cohn Comprehensive High School: Mr. Hall has provided leadership in the
networking of the full complex. This project was in cooperation with the State of Tennessee
TECnet Project and the Metropolitan Nashville/Davidson County Public Schools. Pearl Cohn
High School experienced a lightning strike in late August and/or early September 1996.
NASA/TSU NRTS staff and several TSU Computer Science students spent several hundred
hours troubleshooting, connecting or replacing equipment, and programming the equipment at
Pearl-Cohn High School. This resulted in the first fully netwocked secondary public school in
Nashville. This effort has involved 153 workstations at the eleven hundred plus student
complex. This was a very valuable experience for the TSU students and a very good presence for
TSU on the Pearl-Cohn Campus.
Tennessee State University: Dr. James Holloway guided the establishment of
Tennessee State University Department of Computer Science as it became an independent
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department of the University effective the fall of 1996. The NASA/TSU NRTS grant helped to
leverage a $70,000+ grant from the Microsoft Corporation to the Computer Science Department.
After review of the strengths of NRTS and the Computer Science Department, the Department
of Computer Science has been selected as a beta test site to work with Microsoft Software
Development. The support of the NASA/TSU NRTS project resulted in a Grant from the
United States Deparlment of Agriculture for a new computer lab in Agriculture. This ieveraging
resulted in a $250,000 benefit to the College of Agriculture. Two senior courses for computer
science students were placed on the computer at TSU. These courses required extensive use of
the Internet and collaboration with other web sites and students around the world. These courses
involved 61 students. (See Table 1) Plans for expansion of courses of this type are in process.
Table 1
Students Effected by NRTS Oriented Classes
1996 - 1997
SDtdent
AI-Jassar, Nabeel
Alroumi, Bum
Alsider, Fahed
Maior _De_ee Date GPA
B.B.A.B.B.A. 8-98 2.8
B.B.A.B.S. 5-98 2.31
CS B.S. 12-97 3.0
Bryant Kendric
Burrell II, Carl
Claybon, Joseph
Daliri, Mehrdad
Daniel, Carrandre
Gardner, Amber
Lucent
CS B.S. 5-98 2.8
CS B.S. 8-97 2.8
CS B.S. 5-97 2.5
CS B.S. 5-98 3.2
CS B.S. 5-97 3.2
CS B.S. 5-97 3.287
NRTS Classes
HTML
HTML
HTML
HTML
HTML, JAVA
HTML
HTML
HTML
PC Tech
l_ject Furore
International lntemet Student
Internet Security Student
Graphics on the Web Student
Artificial Intelligence
Windows Programming Student
Internet Applications Student
Database Setup No job yet
Home Page for the Meter Student
Web Site Development IBM
Handheld PC's
Hattaway, Marvin
Haynes, Louis
Jackson, Andre
Jarrett, Darrell
Johnson, Thomas
U.S. Navy
B.B.A.B.B.A. 5-97 2.5
CS B.S. 12-98 2.5
CS B.S. 8-98 2.9
CS B.S. 5-97 2.8
C S B.S. 8-97
Networking
HTML
HTML
Networking
2.6 HTML
Jones, Angela C S B.S. 5-97 3.045 Networking
Jones, Enoch
Student
Jones, Horace
Jones, Jesse
Kazmi, Hassan
CS B.S. 5-98 2.4 PC Tech
CS B.S. 5-97 2.7 Networking
CS B.S. 5-98 2.2 HTML
CS B.S. 5-98 2.94 HTML
Kizer, Kesha
Lauraence. Hope
Ledbetter, William
CS B.S. 8-97 2.56 HTML
CS B.S. 5-97 3.5 HTML
CS B.S. 5-98 2.57 HTML
Lockhart, Joi CS B.S. 5-97 3.0 HTML
Magby, Frederick
Student
CS B.S. 12-97 2.786 HTML
Technologies
Network Design No job yet
HTML Tutorial Student
Video Game Student
LAN No job yet
Cryptology
Artificial Neural Nets
Computer Viruses No job yet
Object Oriented Progs.
Memory Management
LAb/Management
Home Page Bookstore
Windows Programming
Tutorial as Home Page
Computer Graphics and
CS Home Page
Video Games in
Artificial Neural Network
No job yet
Student
Student
No job yet
Lucent
C++
Student
Northern
Telecom
Norcross, GA
Graduate Study
Georgia Tech
Home Page Academic
Computing
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Martin, Travis CS B.S. 8-97 2.6 HTML
Patton, Clorissa CS B.S. 5-97 2.8 HTML
Qazait, Ammar C S B.S. 12-98 3.308 Networking
Rafferty, Arthur C S B.S. 5-97 4.0 HTM L
Rawls, Cherita CS B.S. 8-97 3.186 HTML
Scales, Jel"maine CS B.S. 8-98 3.2 HTML
Shah, Avnni CS B.S. 12-97 2.85 Hardware
Sims, Tomeko CS B.S. 5-97 3.7 HTML
Taylor, Michael CS B.S. 5-97 2.48 LAN
Home Page Academic No job yet
Intervention Center
lnterconmcfion Networks No job yet
Computer Crime Student
Lexicai Analysis U.S. Post
Home Page Creation No job yet
HTML Programming Student
Home Page for Academic
Computing
Hardware _ Student
Home Page for CS Lucent
LAN Information Systems
The Department of Physics is placing the first web-based course on the TSU system.
This introduction to college physics is to be a foundation tbr recruiting for the Physics program.
This course was developed with NRTS support of the faculty member developing the course.
The Math Department in collaboration with Oak Ridge National Lab and the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville received funding for a Parallel Processing Lab to do collaborative research
over the Interact. NRTS provided the wiring and the technical support for this lab. The LAN
plans at TSU, as they existed for this year, have been implemented for the MSET departments.
The RNC has determined that a meeting dedicated to the definition of and the statement
of the needs for Distance Learning will be held. This is an integral part of efforts at several of the
sites and is a part of the NASA/TSU NRTS Expert Center for Astronomy discussed below.
Student Impact
The cooperation of the NASA/TSU NRTS project and the Nashville/Davidson County
Metropolitan Public Schools involved 31 schools with more than 15,000 students in 1996-1997.
This was a part of the effort to develop 21 st Century Schools, Schools for Thought and the
NRTS partner schools. This provides Internet access to this large group of K-12 students. This
is a part of the total of 130 school buildings connected in Metro Nashville.
Tennessee State University, in pursuit of the goals of the Cooperative Agreement for
NRTS, hired a full time training person permanently housed in Academic Computing. The
training of more than fifteen hundred students and 200 faculty has greatly impacted the use of the
Internet at TSU. This training commenced in late October and the spring statistics of the T 1
connection reflect a 50% increase in use of the Interact at TSU.
The efforts of the students in assisting the personnel of the METRO schools have
resulted in the technology transfer of the skills of managing and maintaining the network and
network components at the schools involved. The presence of the TSU students and the staff in
the schools was a great outreach for the university as a whole. The NRTS project was in more
schools and provided more services to more schools than any other TSU project this year.
These schools use the NRTS Help Desk as the first line for troubleshooting problems at their
institutions. This desk is manned by students trained to aid the user. Many problems are
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resolved on the phone. More difficult problems are recorded and logged to be staffed by the
technical personnel of TSU and the Metropolitan Schools.
Table 1 above reflects the two classes targeted by Dr. Holloway and Dr. Smith to
enhance the use of the Campus Network and the Internet in upper division Computer Science
Courses. The table also reflects the training in the NRTS developed courses to aid in use of these
resources. The online Physics class and a planned web-based course in Biology will further this
effort this fall. The new classes in Networking in the Department of Computer Science this fall
will work toward a Networking Emphasis in the Computer Science degree program.
Cooperative efforts in the Center of Excellence saw 42 students in the MSET
departments working on research for NRTS, the Center for Automated Space Science, Center for
Computational Mathematics, and the Tennessee Space Grants this past year. These projects
ranged from analysis of astronomical data, to placing a camera for remote observation and trouble
shooting at the robotic telescopes' site in Arizona from Nashville. With the addition of the
Center for Systems Science Research the COE is employing a full time coordinator/mentor to
work with the expanding number of students. NRTS students will fully participate in the
learning opportunities of this progran|.
Training
The training sessions of the hands-on part of the MU-SPIN workshops have been
continually over subscribed. This is resulting in researching the possibility of expanding the
training lab of the NRTS site or looking to other facilities. This lab was provided by the
university and is shared by Academic Computing. Academic Computing has hired a full time
trainer and has conducted two to five workshops per week for faculty and students since
October 1996. This is a permanent position funded by the University and several of the classes
were developed in cooperation with NRTS. Dr. Holloway conducted workshops at KSU and
has trained the trainer, Ms. Ollie Reshad. She uses the materials and handouts developed by Dr.
Holloway.
The NASA/TSU NRTS staff was requested by the Tennessee Board of Regents to
provide intensive one day workshops for the 26 Tennessee Technological Training Centers. (See
Table 2) The Tennessee Board of Regents is one of the NRTS Partners and has been of great
assistance, as discussed above in obtaining T 1 lines for several of the NRTS sites. This training
program was acclaimed, as being very successful, by the participants and the staff of the TBR.
Work is now underway to develop some of this training on the NASA/TSU NRTS Web site.
Research: Expert Site for Astronomy
TSU is in the process of combining the needs of the NRTS Center for Astronomy, The
Center for Automated Space Science, Explorers of the Universe, and the Center for Systems
Science Research into an integrated program for a Center of Astronomy. The Information
Systems Engineering and Management Center of Excellence (ISEM-COE) is recruiting an
astronomer/educator to head this effort. Tennessee State University has reactivated five
Astronomy courses that have been dormant for some years. The first of these was offered this
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fall. A design for teaching in a "distance learning" mode is under development. This may be of
the, CUCME, Intemet based, a satellite delivered program, or some combination of these modes
of presentation and transmission. A research design to evaluate the effectiveness of these various
modes is under development.
The Center for Automated Space Science has the worlds largest group of robotically
controlled telescopes. These instruments are available for research and remote learning for the
Explorers of the Universe Program. In addition a large mound of data collected over the years,
remains to be mined by students in classes working in this Expert Center.
One of the components needed in this effort is a quality Multi-Media Lab. The center is
working to develop such a lab with the Department of Communications to assist in the delivery
of these courses and to develop more utilization of multimedia on the campus as a whole. NRTS
will be a major component in the partnership of this lab. The long range partners will likely be
the Department of Communication and Computer Science.
Table 2
NASA/TSU NRTS INSTITUTIONS IMPACTED
Institution
Tennessee State University
Alabama A&M University
Fisk University
Jackson State University
Kentucky State University
Knoxville College
Lane College
LeMoyne-Owen College
Meharry Medical College
Students Faculty Staff
8750 535 1000
5300 400 875
812 72 88
6500 450 300
2450 127 400
475 46 40
574 56 69
1075 86 125
850 290 1150
Tennessee Technological Centers at:
Athens 388 26 31
Covington 139 17 21
Crossville 625 34 43
Dickson 378 23 29
Elizabethton 270 24 29
Harriman 274 23 28
Hartsville 205 20 22
Hohenwal d 515 30 38
Jacksboro 317 26 29
Jackson 713 36 43
Knoxville 599 32 41
Livingston 598 32 40
McKenzie 226 20 23
McMinnville 319 26 29
_23
Memphis 685 37 41
Morristown 913 41 46
Murfrecsboro 2826 87 105
Nashville 916 42 45
Ncwbcm 215 19 21
Oneida 245 21 22
Paris 579 29 32
Pulaski 478 31 34
Ripley 148 13 18
Crump 439 27 31
Shelbyville 593 34 38
Whiteville 309 24 27
Chattonooga 912 41 46
The work of the NASA/TSU Network Resources and Training for the grant year
of 1996-1997 resulted in another very successful year. The growth in the interaction of
the participating partners is perhaps the most important result of this years work. The
year saw direct benefits extended to all of the sites. The addition of a back up to each of
the cooperating individuals had resulted in the in crease of talent and increase in
interaction between the members of the consortium. As the enterprise component grows
the success of the project will also grow.
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Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE)
Mr. James R. Greaves
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
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Remote Sensing/GIS Break-out Session
Dr. Ali Moddares
CaI!fc_'_zia Stnte U,_liversity at Los Angeles
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Urban EnvirQ nment Initiative
U fl il A N fi N V I FI 0 rt
r
oWhat is UEI?
• Th e LFEI
(_I on sortiunl
• The tTI Focus
• UEI Outreach,
Products, and
Services
t
I N i -T I A ! I V t
i
The Urban Environment Initiative (LYE[), has been established as part of a Cooperative
Agreement with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The UEI is part
of NASA's overall f{igh Performance Computing and Ctm'Lmtmications (HPCC) and the
Information Infrastructure Technoh_gy Applications (IITA) programs. The goal of the LIEI is to
provide public access to Earth Science information and promote its use with a focus on the
environment of urban areas. This goal will be accomplishexl through collaborative efforts of the
UEI team with both communio,/-based and kx.,'a]/regional governmental organizations.
The 'L_l team is comprised of fl)ur organizations representing private industry, NASA, and
universities: Prime Technologies Sera'ice Corporation. NASA's Minority University Space
Interdisciplinary. Network (MU-SPINL Califc_-nia State University, at Los Angeles, and Central
State University. (Wilbertoree OH ].
"Urban Environment" refers to the web of environmental, economic, and social factors that
combine to create the urb_m world in which we live. Examples of these factors are
population distributi_m, ncighborht,-,,d dcmt, raphic profiles, economic resources, business
activities, location _d conccntrati(m of environmental hazards 'and various pollutants,
proximity and level of urban ,,era'ices. which form the basis of the urban environment and
ultimately affect _ur lives and experiences.
"Ihe environment, social concerns, and the economy must ty,:c_msidered as we work to address the issues and problems of our
233
Public Use of Remote Sensing Data
Center for Advanced Spatial Technology (CAST)
Li_ting Qf 9lher GIS and Remote Sensing Servers
Top of P a_
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I
neighborhood and region. Effective solutions often require access to and use of a wide range of data and rela_ analysis. To be
understood clearly, this data is best visualized and presented m the form of maps and what are often referred to as spatial images.
Qeographic Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing bring such irttormation about our communities "to life" for
everyone. "l'hese technologies allow us to collect, visualize, and analyze information about our urban environment. In so
doing, they can answer a range of simple or complex questions important to planning and decision-making. These include the
following example questions:
• How has development changed our community's land use pattern in the last ten years, and where are the changes
occurring?
• Where are hazardous waste sites, generators, and storage facilities located in our community?
• What environmental pollutants exist in a specific area that affect the quality of urban life?
• What is the air quality in our community and how does it compare to other parts of the region?
• How might planned development or other changes alter traffic patterns or air quality in the community?
• What percentage of the land in our community is devoted to commercial uses, housing, open space, etc.?
• Is the urban vegetation changing and, if so, how ?
• How is growth affecting the urban environment? [Iow are specific habitaL_ affected by this process?
• Where are public or private services located within the communit? and whom are they serving well or serving poorly?
• What types of businesses are located m a specific community?
In answering such questions, it may be important to either examine a single time period, such as one year, or look at changes
which have occurred for much longer periods, such as over a ten year time span. The Urban Environment Initiative team is
working cooperatively with various UEI Partner organizations to provide GIS and remote sensing Information products and
services so that they can carry out their own information gathering and analysis.
The UEI products include dissemination of information on CD-ROM and
via the Interact. In additi<_n, the [YEI team will conduct workshops and
training sessions, in ccmjunction with its Partners, related to the GIS and
remote sensing information and technologies we have available. These
sessions are designed for both beginners and experienced computer users.
They provide a "hands-on" opportunity for Interest_xl individualstowork
with our "user-friendly" software and learn how we can assist your
organization, In ",_lition, it is an opportunity for you and others in your
organization to defme your specific information need:, and to work with us to determine how the) can best be met with the
UEI tools and support services.
Take a tour of Washington, D.C.
Order UEI Products and Services
Related WWW Sites
Understanding Queries
There are 4 types of queries
1. Comparing one parameter on the regional level
2. I_omoare the same parameter for 2 communities
3. Compare 2 different parameters within one community
4. Compare spatial distribution of population between the communities
Below you can f'md a description of each query to help you understand how to interpet the maps.
Comparing one parameter on the regional level
In the actual table of the population and housing parameters that was used to create this map, each census
unit has an exact value of the parameter associated with it. However, it is impossible to display each value
on the map using different shades of one or two colors - a human eye can not distinguish between more than
10-13 shades of the same color. In order to display a parameter on the map, it is first necessary to classify
the values so that they fall within sevaral intervals. This map was created using the quantile method of
classification. A quantile classification divides the values into intervals in such a way that an equal number
of census units falls within each interval. Six quantiles were used for the classification.
First examine the legend of the map. There are two colors used in the legend, with three shades of each
color assigned to the six quantiles. Try to remember which color is associated with each interval of the
parameter values. To answer the query, look at the map and compare the colors assigned to the census units
within each community, ff the colors are similar, it means these communities have similar values in the
displayed parameter. For example, if most of the census units in both communities are assigned the darkest
shades of blue, it means the communities have similar parameter values in the census table. However, if the
census units of the f'trst community, are assigned the darkest shade of blue, while the census units of the
second community are assigned the darkest shade of green, it means these communities have different
parameter values. Use this method of comparison w'ith all color schemes.
Community Level Queries
A. Compare the same parameter for 2 communities:
In the actual table of the population and housing parameters that was used to create this map, each census
unit has an exact value of the parameter associated with it. However, it is impossible to display each value
on the map using different shades of one or two colors - a human eye can not distinguish between more than
10-13 shades of the same color. In order to display a parameter on the map, it is first necessary to classify
the values so that they fall within sevaral intervals. This map was created using the quantile method of
classification. A quantile classification divides the values into intervals in such a way that an equal number
of census units falls within each interval. Six quantiles were used for the classification.
First examine the legend of the map. There are two colors used in the legend, with three shades of each
color assigned to the six quantiles. Try to remember which color is associated with each interval of the
parameter values. To answer the query,, look at the map and compare the colors assigned to the census units
within each community. If the colors are similar, it means these communities have similar values in the
displayed parameter. For example, if most of the census units in both communities are assigned the darkest
shades of blue, it means the communities have similar parameter values in the census table. However, if the
census units of the first community are assigned the darkest shade of blue, while the census units of the
second community are assigned the darkest shade of green, it means these communities have different
parameter values. Use this method of comparison ",vith all color schemes.
B. Compare 2 different paramete's within one community:
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In the actual table of the population and housing parameters that was used to create this map, each census
unit has an exact value of the parameter associated with it. However, it is impossible to display each value
on the map using different shades of one or two colors - a human eye can not distinguish between more than
10-13 shades of the same color. In order to display a parameter on the map, it is first necessary to classify
the values so that they fall within sevaral intervals. This map was created using the quantile method of
classification. A quantile classification divides the values into intervals in such a way that an equal number
of census units falls within each interval. Six quantiles were used for the classification.
*** Note: land use/land cover maps are the exception from the rule: in this case each category on the map is
assigned a unique color. This can be done because land use/land cover classification consists of a limited
number of unique categories (such as residential, wooded, water, etc.)***
There are two parameters displayed on the map, and each parameter has a legend (color scheme) associated
with it. First examine the legends of the map. There are two colors used in each legend, with three shades of
each color assigned to the six quantiles. Try to remember which color is a._sociated with each inter_'al of the
parameter values. To answer the query, look at the map and compare the colors assigned to the census units
in each parameter. Try to identify the corresponding census units on each map. If in both parameters the
corresponding census units fall within the same interval of values (and as a result are assigned the colors at
the same level of the two color schemes), it means there is a direct relationship between the displayed
parameters within this community. However, if the corresponding census units fall within different intervals
(and as a result are assigned the colors that are at the opposite ends of the color schemes), it indicates a
reverse relationship between the parameters within the community.
C. Compare spatial distribution of population between the communities:
In the actual table of the population and housing parameters that was used to cream this map, each census
unit has an exact value of the parameter associated with it. However, it is impossible to display each value
on the map using different shades of one or two colors - a human eye can not distinguish between r,_ore than
10-13 shades of the same color. In order to display a parameter on the map, it is fin-st necessary to classify
the values so that they fall within sevaral intervals. This map was created using the quantile meth(_l of
classification. A quantile classification divides the values into intervals in such a way that an equal number
of census units falls within each interval. Six quantites were used for the classification.
First examine the legend of the map. There are two colors used in the legend, with three shades of each
color assigned to the six quantiles. Try to remember which color is associated with each interval of the
parameter values. To answer the query, look at the reapand compare the colors assigned to the _:cnsus units
within each community. If the colors are similar, it means these communities have similar values iu the
displayed parameter. For example, if most of the census units in both communities are assiLqaed _.hc _Jarkc.st
shades of blue, it means the communities have similar parameter values in the census table. However, it _e
census units of the first community are assigned the darkest shade of blue, while the census units of W-c
second community are assigned the darkest shade of green, it means these communitic_s have different
parameter values. Use this method of comparison with all color schemes.
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Los Angeles Locator Maps
Locator maps are used to show the boundary of a study area and its location relative to other communities
and major highways, ii
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Abstract
In this paper we describe the control aspects of Diablo. tile ITEP mobile robot participant
ill e",enl {)lie {:,["the AAAI 96 robot conl,'sl, where Diahl{, c(,nsislenlly scored 2851 out of a total
of 295 points. The main goal in this paper will be to show how the agent lheories- based on
action theories developed at UTEP and by Sat:fioti el al. was used in the building of Diablo.
1 Introduction
V¢o participat_,d a in the AAAI 96 robot navigation ('endear [KNH97]. Our" t_am ._cm,d 285 point._ in
oil t'_lT,s of th* contest out of o total of 295 poil_t._ and wa._ placed third in th_ .fit_a&. In this paper
we relate theory of agents, particularly the one developed at 17TEP. for higher level control, and
the one by Saffioti et al. [SKR95] for low level control. Io the desion of our conlest entry. Diablo.
In the process we present a top-down description of ttle conlrol architecl ure of our robot and show
how path level closeh" followed the theory.
In the AAAI 96 robot navigation contesl [KNH97] robots were required to achieve a particular
navigational task around a office like onviroltlllellt, given the l(}l}oh}gical map of rile environment.
In particular, the robot was required _ Io start from the (lireclors oftic_,, find if conference room 1
was available (i.e., empty), if riot then tin(l if conference room 2 was Onll_t3. if either was ,reply
t hen inform professor l, professor2 and the director about a meeting in t hal room. el herwise inform
the professors and the director that the meeting would be at the directors office, and finally return
lo the directors office. Robots were required lo do all this-wilhoul hitting any obstacle, without
changing the availability status of the conference rooms, and the robot was required to be back at
tim director's office.
The topological map of the office environment and our partitioning of it to landmarks is given in
the following tigure.
l'_\'e gave up 10 points in havin_ acanned program ){}g,(,) out of )heini_ial room. Otherwise our robot was pe._fecl.
2We were also assisled by Alfredo (.;abahlon. Richard "_\atson. tJara Morgan.,tein amt Glen Hutlon.
_I'o focus on the main point we have simplified the r,.al rP{luiremen! a little )}it.
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Figure 1: A Diagram Showing the Topological Map for Event 1 Participants at the AAAI 96
Robotics (:ompetition.
Then, for each state ill the
events occur and test if the
incomplete and the control
Note that, since exogenous
in step (ii).
2 Our theory of agents : a brief description
Our theory of agents is detailed in our earlier work [BS96, BS97a. BS97b]. In this theory we are
concerned with the control of one agent in a dynamic environment, where exogenous events beyond
the control of our agent may occur. Our agent has an action theory (such as a lheory in the
language [GL93. KL94, San94, BGP96]) where, actions and their effects are specified together with
constraints and causal rules about the environment.
Our theory contains a formulation of correctness of a control module, a control module is a
collection of control rules of the form
if Pl ..... p. then a.
where, ])i'S are fluents whose value is obtained through sensing and rl is an action
with respect to an action _heory. a goal (could be achievonlent or maintainance goal), a set of
plausible initial states, and a lheory of occurance about the exogenous events. The formulalion of
correctness is based on two stops:
(i) First we compute the set ()f plausible states, called fhe clo.qtlr(, based on a _iven set of initial
slates, the ('ontrol module an(1 a _heorv about wha! oxo_;enous oven_, are likely to occur. (ill
closure, we ¢ln.fold the control module by assuming that no exogenous
resulting plan (which may be a conditional plan [Lev96]. if the state is
module has sensing actions) achieves the goal.
events are taken care of in step (i). they do not need to be considered
We also develop sufficiency conditions for correctness lhat allows us to prove the correctness of a
class of control modules, and Inore importantly they (the sufficiency conditions) give us an algorithm
that automatically constructs control modules, given a goal, a sot of initial states, and a theory
about the exogenous actions.
Our approach to control agenls is lo _ake a goal. and an action th¢_orv about the agents actions and
the environment, and either verify correctness of control rules provided by a control design person.
or automatically construct a control module correct with respect to a set of given plausible states,
or a combination of both. All this is slqJpos_d to happ_ l_ o ff-/ili(. ( l'nlike, universal plans [Sch87].
wo only consider a subset of all states, which are car_qullv conslructod from a given set of plausibl_,
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states based on what actions the agent is going to do and what exogenous events are highly likely.
In [BS96], these set of states is referred to as the closure.) Our agent is supposed to be equipped
with such a control module before it is on its own in the environment.
Once the agent is on-line, it is supposed to continuously sense and react based on its control module.
In rare cases the agent may be in a state which was not accounted for off-line and there is no control
rule prescribing what to do in such a case. If that happens, the agent deliberates, to reach one of
the accounted for states. (Note that, since the set of accounted states is much larger than the set of
states that satisfies the goal, it is much easier to make a plan to reach an accounted-for state.) From
there the control module can tell the agent what to do. Note. that our use of both deliberation and
reaction is different from the traditional hybrid architectures lark91] (also in many of the papers
in [Mae91]). where lower level modules are reactive and higher level modules ar,, deliberative. In
our case, the aRent is reactive at all levels for the set of plausible states for which it is prepared,
and it becomes deliberative when it encoanters a rare state that was not taken into account during
off-line compilalions.
Our approach differs from the formalization of correctness of complex plans in [LLL+94] in that
we consider exogenous actions, and our control modules are reactive. Our work can be seen as
strengthening l]te results in [Dru89, Sch,_7] in the sense thai
• Schopp,,rs in S,,ction 6.1 of [Sch87] says. "Universal plans nol only anlicipale every possible
situations in a domain but actually prescribe an action for every initial state: more over the
proscribed action is usually optimal. I_ our formulatiol_ the prescribed action is optimal.
• l)rummond in [DruS9] says, "sound SCRs guarantee that local execution choic_,s always lead
to po*._ibl_ goal achievcme t_t". In our formulation, local _a'( ('utio_ choice._ always lead to goal
achie _,emc _l.
Finally. wo d_'[t,,cl crilicisms of universal plans by having the control rules only with respect to a
set of hio,.;hly plausil)l(, stales, not the set of all stales. The la1(,r is offelI prohibitively large and
umnanagoa]+,, l:inallv, we consider explicit sensing a('lit)ns, and c,)nditional plans, which to the
best of our knowh, dgo is not considered in any research on siluation control rules or universal plans.
It is considered in _}w lztliKua?4e Pv in [l.ev96]. but they do not aIlmv exogenous actions, and plans
in g are not leaclivo and are not appropriale for dynamic dcm_ains whore change may happen
without tim ag/_'nts own actions.
hi the previous parao2raphs we talked about an a_ont b,qno_ controlled hv conlinuously executing a
control module. The actions in the right hand side of control ruloin a control module can itself be
implemented by another control module, and so on.
In case of a mobile robot in an office environment (and most applications), there could be several
hierarchies of such control modules. Although, our theory is appropriate for the higher level control
module, because of high uncertainty in the lower levels of sensing and action in a mobile robot 4, it is
not appropriate for the lower levels, such as, for executing an action to straight until an intersecting
corridor is dolocted.
For the lowest level, we did use control rules, but not exactly as mentioned in the earlier paragraphs.
We used tho rules and the formafism described in [SKR95] that has lnUlti-valued logic and is geared
to handle uncertainties. Especially, the formulation of blending of control modules [SKR9.5] was
extremely useful in our robot, in providing smooth lnotion while blending the actions of following
a corridor and avoiding an obstacle.
4This may not be the _ase for many other agents, such as an agenl in the lnternet environment. In that case our
formulation will be applicable at all levels.
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3 Top-down design of our robot
In this section we first describe our representation of the environment. \Ve then describe tile
different levels of the robot control and relate the role of agent theories in that level. Finally, we
put everything together and describe the overall architecture of the robot.
3.1 Representing the environment
We partitioned tile topological map into several regions each labeled by a landmark name based on
two criteria - (i) so that the landmarks can be recognized by the robot through sensing and memory
about its past positions, and (ii) there wore enough landmarks that the robot could achieve tim
requirPd task and recover from any failur,_.
Based on the above criteria, we decided to designate areas of (approximately) constant corridor
width within the navigation domain as landmarks. \Vh(,lt a robe) moves from one landmark to
another, tile corridor width changes abruptly (see Figure 2). If lh_' landmark is a break in the wall.
like a junction or door, it is designated as a landmark of type flmctio,. If the landmark is a detected
corridor, that is, it detects it is navigating within a hallway of a given width, it is designated as a
landmark of type corridor. Entrances to rooms are designated as landmarks of type door.
"--]_+. _.,,.
X
............... 41,,.
Figure 2: Areas marked X are landmarks.
We then stored adjacency informal ioi_ about landmarks and approxilnate distance between adjacent
landmarks in a table. \Ve further discuss this in a later section.
3.2 The top-level module and its correctness
Our top-level module was a control modulo of the kind described in the previous section. Its
reactive structure was geared towards gracefully recovering from breakdowns which can be modeled
as exogenous actions. Following was our _op-level control module:
if _,,isit_con f _l then go_to_co, f(1 )
if at_con f( 1 ), u(a,'ail( 1 )) then sen._(_arail( 1 )
if at_con f(1). _acail(1 ) then go_to_co,f(2)
if at_con f( 1 ), avail( 1 ), -,vi._it_pro.f( 1 ) then .qo_to_prof( 1
if at_con f(2). u(acail(2)) then s(n.sc_a rail(2)
if at_con f(2),arail(2)._ci._itd)rof( l ) then gojo_prof(1
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if at_con f(2), -.avail(2).-.visit_pro f(1) then go_to_pro f(t)
if at_pro f(1). -,vi._it_prof(2) then go_to_pro f(2)
if at_pro f(2). -_back_to_dir(ctor then go_to_director
if back_to_director then HALT
In the above control module the part between if and then is a list of fluents, whose value is
determined by sensing. The function u is used to denote that the value of a particular fluent is
unknown. We would like to reiterate that, to the best of our knowledge none of the previous work
on control rules or universal plans, allow such a construct. Even in [SKR95], where multi-valued
logic is used, the truth value of a fluent ranges from 0 to t. and does not lake into account that the
fluents truth value may be unknown. Also, special sensing actions such as the action .qen_qe_at,ail(1)
in the above module is not used in earlier work on control modules or universal plans. They have
been used in the reasoning about actions [SL93, Lev96] and planning communiD [GW96] though.
but lhere also not in any reactive framework. [t'_ mu._t ._a.q that u'e oppreeiate the organizers of the
cont¢.,t who fore._'aw this scientific advance when creating the conte._t problem.
We constructed the above control module manually. Bt_t _,'e u'er_ able to u._ our a9c1_t thtor.q
described in the previous .section to verifq the correetnes._ of our control module. Note that the goal
of this control module, can not be simply expressed a_ a ('oll,wlion of fluent._ (not even as a classical
formula of fluents), as is normally required in mo_T planning system_, but can only be expressed
as a formula with temporal and knowledge opera_ors, ttere also. although goals with temporal
operators have been considered in the agents comnmiliLv [511:94]. in the planning community it was
only recently studied in [BK96]. But. the incorporation of I),_th temporal and knowledge operators
in a goal has never been formally studied, except in a preliminary attempt in [G_V96].
We now give a declarative representation of our goal in an extension of lhe language FMITL (First-
order melric inf,'real !omporal logic)[BK06]. Our (,×_en;ion allows specitication of knowledge. The
moaniug of various operators and atoms in the followin_ specifications are: Ira means a is known
t,, be true: avail(l) means conference room 1 is available, informedprofl(1) means professor 1 has
b_'_q, informed that the meeting will be in couferenco room 1. D.f moans always f is true, of means
evenluallv f is true, and at(dir) means the rebel is at lhe directors office.
l(avail( l ) V If _arnil(1))A
l(-_al'ail( l ) =¢, ( Kavail(2) V K-_aeail(2)))A
l(a_,ail(1 ) =_ ( in form_dprofl(1}A
in f orm_ dpro f2{ 1} A in.[orn_ddirt ctor( I)))A
(har'ail(2) A If_arail(1)) ::> (informtdprofll2)A
in f ormedpro f2( 2 ) A in f orm¢ ddirect or( 2 ) ) )A
( K-_at,ail(1) A lf --,avail(2)) -" (in form¢dprofl{dir)A
in f orm_dpro f2( dir ) A in forint ddirector( dir ) ) )A
VXavail( X ) => CDavoil( X )A
Elclear_f rom_obstacleA onat( dir )
\Ve used our agent theory to verify the correctness of goals which are formulas with temporal
and knowledge operator, by checking if the unfoldings of the control modules with respect to the
various state_, satisfed the goal. But, due to temporal operators in the goal the trajectory of tb-
states became as important as the the final state and beca,tse of lhat our automatic construction
algorithm was not able 1o construct control nlodHes fc,r such goals. One of our future goals i._
to fil*d algorithm._ to automatically generole c.,mtrol n,,ul,de._ for comple J" goal., with knowhdg_ al_t
te mpo,'al ope,'ator._.
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Typeof
FromNode
corridor
junction
X
junction
door
Table1: Some
I Typeofo Node
junction
corridor
Y. Y=X
door
junction
actionrules
.\orion
detect_break
det_ ct_corr'Mor
9o_forward
go_to_door
go_to_dora"
for _eneration of navigation actions
3.3 Modules to take from one room to another room - automatic construction
The top level control module used two special sensing actions: ._ ,s__rlrail(1) and sense_avail(2),
and five non-sensing actions: go_to_con f(1). go_t,)_coTtf(2), go_to-pro f(1), go_to_pro f(2). and
.qo_to_dir(ctor. The two sensing actions were implemented using sonars that checked if there was
anv substantial movement in the room, and did not have a reactive structure. The non-sensing
actions wer_ abstracted as going from one landmark (or node) in lhe top,,logical map to another.
This was implemented using a control module. We now describe this control module, which we
reh, r to as the navigation control module.
The navigation control module was basically a table with three columns: current node s, goal node,
next adjacent node. An entry (5,3,4) in that table meant that if the robot is currently at node 5
and its ultimate goal is to reach node 3 then it should nexl go _o the adjacent node 4. The actions
in this module were actions that took the robot from any node to its specified adjacent node. Thi,_
control modul( was automatically generated and tee used the opproJ'imat( distance between adjacent
nodes as the cost of the action that takes the robot from o,( _JJ"those_ nodes to the oth_r.
The actions that took the robot from one node to one of its specified adjacent node was also
implemented by a control module. We now des('rib_' this ('on*tel module.
3.4 Control ,nodule for going to an adjacent node - correctness
The actions used in this control module were of two _ypes: t,rnin_ actions, that changes th,,
heading of the robot and navigational actions, that _akes _he r(dmt from one kind of node to an
adjacent node of another kind. Ttlelurning aclions arolis_ed in th_,_hird column of Table 2 and
the navigation actions are listed in the third column of TaMe 1
Following gives a flavor of how the effect of navigation and lurning actions could be formally
specified:
detect_corridor causes at(X ), _at(Y) if at(}" ). type( Y, j u ,el ion). type( X, corridor),
heading( dir ). adj( X, I'. dir )
ttlrn_l_O causes heading(u,est),-,heading(east) if h(ading(ra._t)
In the above specification, t.qpe(X, corridor) means that node X is of the type corridor. Similarly.
adj(X,Y, dir). means that the nodes X and Y are adjacent and to go from node X to node Y th0
robot's heading must be dir. We now give a simple map with five nodes and give a table that
has the adjacency and heading information for the given map. Intuitively, the first row of Table 3
can be read as node 5 is of type corridor, node 4 is of type junction, node 5 and 4 are adjacent,
5\'¢e use lhe terms 'landmark and "node' inlerchangeabb.
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Current Heading Need to be Action
east
east
X
east
west
west
west
north
north
north
south
south
south
wesl
south
Y.Y=X
north
east
south
norl h
west
, east
,,=ol]Ih
east
WOS|
north
I
turn_&ft_90
turn_t80
turn_left_90
turn_right_90
turlt_left_90
turn_right_90
turn_l ,_O
t u r rz_left_ 90
tu,'n_right_90
turT__ l _'0
Table 2: Action rules for _onora_ion of turnizi_ a(tlOnS
X
1 E
6
2 3 4 .J
Figuio 3: A sample map.
approximate dist: : ce between them is 150 unit_, and to go from node 5 to node 4 the robot's
heading must be _est.
.Now let us get back to the control module that takes the robot from one node to a specified adjacent
no(to. The condition part of each control rule in the control modulo checks if the robots heading
i_ appropriate (as specified in Table 3). and if ntH. t lw robot executes the turning action specified
bv the Table 2. If the heading is appropriate the robot executes the navigation action specified by
Table 1. In other words, Tables (1 and 2) are compiled from the description of actions and describe
which action to take given particular information about an initial state and a goal. Table._ (1 and
2) were generated 7nanually and their eorrectnes._ wa._ verified using the theory of the paper. "_Ve
N1 Type N1 N2
.5 corridor 4
4 junction 3
3 corridor 2
2 wall_break 1
I
Type N2 Heading
junction west
corridor west
aall_break west
corridor north
Dst.
150
100
150
1.50
Table 3: An example showing adjacency records for the domain depicted by Figure 3.
2_7
Action Name Effect
go_forward
detect_corridor
go_to_door
detect_break
t u rn_lqft_90
tu rn_right_90
lurn_lSO ]
_p_ ak
d¢ t_ct_occupi_ d
align
Go forward for a given distance.
Go forward until a corridor of a
given width is detected.
Go forward some distance to enter
a room.
Follow a corridor of a given width
until a change in the corridor width
is detected.
Turn left 90 degrees.
Turn right 90 degrees.
Turn 180 degrees.
Transmit informal ion.
Sensing action to detect if a room
is occupied.
('orrecl hardware uncertainty.
Table 4: Basic acti,ms
could have automatically constructed them using our algorithm though.
3.5 Basic actions and Skills
We refer the actions in the previous control module (the actions in the third column of the lables
1 and 2) as the basic actions, They were implemented by mewing several skills which were im-
plemented using control moduhs based on multi-vohud logic. At the lowest level, the uncertainty
associated with the physical world makes it harder 1o implemeut low level tasks using control
modules of the kind (where. fluents are 2-valued) described in this paper. We found the control
modules of the kind described in [SKR95] 6 that uses multi-valued logic re be more appropriate for
that purpose. We also used the concept of "merging" control described in [SKR95] for blending
skills into basic actions. For example, the basic action o.f going forward means translating forward
with a certain speed and at the same time avoiding obstacles, and avoiding a crash. I.e.. the ba-
sic action go&_rward involves the bh,din 9 (or normalization)[51(tt951 of many of lhe skills (not
necessarily all) with respect to assumed associated skill priorities: Avoid ('rash. Control Steering.
Control Speed, Facing Ahead, .4reid Ob.stachs, Search for Destinatiom The tables ( 3.5 and 3.5)
list the basic actions of our robot, the skills of our robots and their intuitive function. Table 3.5
also lists the weight of the various skills for implementing the action d_ tect_corridor.
The concept of normahzation of skills to define a basic action can be formally described as follows:
Suppose, A is the set of basic actions and B is the set of skills, and for each ,3 E B there is an
associated translation value t,_ and rotation value r_.
GAIthough. Saffioti et al [St<R95] have a notion of correctness for their control modules, lhey do not consider
exogenous actions, and sensing actions. One of our futvre goal t_ to extend out" approach to th_ c,,ntrol modul_._
tn [S[(R95] in defining correctness in presence of ¢.rogenons arm sensing actions, as well as derdop method._ to
.utomatlcally con*truer such co_,trol module ¢.
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Behavior ;3, Function Weight w] etect-c°'''a°"
Tra n s la t ,,_ [:or war d
Point _To_Opening
Follow_('orridor
Avoid_('lose_Sonar
A void _( 'lose J n fraR ed
Stop_When _Touched
Avoid_('rashing
Point _Forward
Always traverse forward.
Find openings for the robot to traverse
through.
Follow a virtual corridor and look for a
hallway of a given width.
Avoid close sonar sensor readings.
Avoid close infra red sensor readings.
Stop when bumped.
Stop if in danger of crashing into
obstacles.
Keep robot from turning back.
10
15
15
2O
110
1000
1000
1000
Table 5: Some of the _kills of our robot and xwq_hls f,,r &t_-ct_corridor
Tlwn for each basic action a E A which is the normalization of lwhaviors 3] ..... i3_ we associate
to o th( _ weights u' 1'..... t_'_ and colnpute lhe translation and rolalion by the following formula:
6 = E'_=l t.?, • "'7 {1)
IEL, ,,'7
= E,L ,':.. ,,;' (:?.)
 Z-l ,'i'
"I'h_' f_,llowino_ ,,xamplo illustrates one such normalization.
Example 2.a Sut)l)_se our robot watlts to perform the action &t_cLcorridor in the situation
depictod by lig_lr_,-1 with current velocity of 150 ram/second and heading index of 0 (which
corresponds 1o tile robot heading directly North). The action drt:,'/_corridor is composed of the
,;kills lisl(,d i,, Tal)D, 3.5.
Suppose the currt,nT sensor readings cause the c¢,'respomling behaviors lo propose individual |rans-
lations and rotalions as follows:
, • Translate_Forward proposes t3, = 1.50; tit _ = 0:
• Point_To_Opening proposes t& = 90; r& = 150;
• Follow_Corridor proposes t& = 0: r_s, = 0:
• Avoid_Close_Sonar proposes t_3, = -100: r& = 6");
• Avoid_(:lose_lnfraRed proposes 1,% = -100: r& = 65:
• Stop_Wh_m_Touched proposes t& = 0: r.je. = 0:
• Avoid_('rashing proposes L3r = 0: r_ r = 50:
2a9
.]_ ' •
Figure 4: A diagram showing sonar einissions when avoiding all obstacle.
• Point_f'orward proposes t_8 = 1.50; r& = 0:
Tile overall translation and rotation for tile robot would be td_t_t__0_,do_ =44-1 and
rd_,_t__0_,d0_=3.3. Therefore tile action detect_corridor, through its corresponding behaviors.
causes the robot to slow down to 44 ram/see and turn right 3.3 units (which corresponds to about
i degree} to avoid tile encountered obstacle.
3,6 The overall architecture
figur_ 5 depict s lhe overall architect ure of Diablo which is very much like the three tired architecture
in [BKMS95]. We now relale this architecture with the mo(lules des(ril_ed in the previous sections
and show the correspondence ])etweell thelll.
In Figure 5 the Task-list block corresponds to the top level module. The actions of that module
are referred 1o as tasks, in our architeclure: and also in [BI'_.MS!)31. The various lasks that we have
are: s_ T_se_a vail( 1 ). se l_._e_a vail( 2 ). go-to-cow, f( 1 ). 9e-to-cow, f(2). 9e-to-pro f( 1 ), 9e-to-pro f(2 ),
and 9e-to-director. Execution of the last five tasks ilwolw, d the 7mvi.qation control module which
would take the robot from one node to another. This corresponds to the shortest path generator
block in the architecture. The control module that takes the robot from one node to an adjacent
node corresponds to the action plan generator block in our architecture. The universal plan block
in the architecture corresponds to the combination of the navigation control module and the control
module that takes the robot from one node to its adjacent node. The Sequencer as a whole would
take tile appropriate task from the task list and use the universal plan to determine the sequence
of basic actions to be executed. The reactive block in the architecture corresponds to the basic
action and skills module.
The above correspondence gives an idea of _he process behind going from a theoretical hierarchy
of control modules to a control architecture. It suggests that merging of levels of control modules
may be usefl][ and necessary from the implementation point of view. In fact to nlaintain reactivity,
we need to merge levels of control modules, lt'e will fur'th_ r di._, u.<, this in the full paper.
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Figure 5: A depiction of UTEP3AI, the architecture used for _he AAAI "96 Robot ('ompeti'tion.
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Samuel R. Borenstein, Physics Professor, Queensboro Community College.
WELCOME TO Sam Borenstein's activities with the Institute on Climates and Planets ICP
at the Goddard Institute of Space Studies GISS. The ICP is a collaborative effort between GISS
and a group of high school s and universities throughout New York City. The students and faculty
participate in studies of climate modelling performed by the GISS scientists. The activity is multi-faccted.
• Research: students and faculty participate in state of the art climate research under the mentorship
of GISS scientists.
• Learning from GISS: Students and faculty gain insight into the research experience by participation,
by seminars and above all by one to one contact with the GISS scientists.
Learning from each other: the high school and college faculty members act as facilitators between
the scientists and the students, supplementing the materials discussed by the scientists. In addition,
faculty members prepare and conduct workshops to help students understand the underlying
principles.
• Curriculum Development: One of the main goals of this program is to bring back the fruits of this
experience to the home campus, so that it can be enjoyed by a wider audience.
My own activities have involved each of the above categories.
Research: We have been involved with the "Pinatubo" Group whose task is to use computer
intensive techniques to study the Climate General Circulation Model GCM predictions and to
compare them with observations, in order to evaluate, validate and improve the model. The results
have been presented at the 7th annual conference on global warming held at the Vienna April 1996
GWIC conference. We have also embarked in an individual project involving a statistical study of
Heating Degree Days throughout the US.
• Learning/Teaching: I have been active in preparing and leading workshops on various topics
related to our research activities and the underlying scientific principles.
• Curriculum Development: I have been developing interactive computer software or courseware to
allow students to work on an autotutorial basis to help to understand basic physics concepts as well
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jr,'
as some examples devoted to meteorology topics. This work has b,:en done using the authoring
program TOOLBOOK, and a number of modules have been developed.
Abstract:
Courseware for Physics and Meteorology Samuel R. Borenstein Abstract:
Using the commercial software "Multimedia Toolbook", Several interactive modules have been developed as
auto-tutorial teaching tools to help students learn basic physical concepts as well as several meteorological
applications. These modules fall into 3 categories:
1. Basic Physical Concepts: Vectors, Projectiles, Moments.
2. Physics Laboratory Simulations: The Atwood Machine: masses connected via Pulleys to calculate
the value of "g" the gravitational constant. An oscillating spring to demonstrate Hooke's law and
Simple Harmonic Motion.
3. The Ideal Gas Laws applied to air mass parcels in the amaosphere: An animated seascape scene is
used to explain the monsoon effect: Afternoon warming of the land relative to the ocean produces a
sea breeze, while evening cooling of the land relative to the ocean produces a land breeze.
1. Basic Physical Concepts:
a) Vectors
Click Ilere to see the )/companent y?.
or
D
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Figure 1.
Figure l shows a portion of the Toolbook session used to demonstrate the properties of a vector. The online
instructions are contained in the yellow text box. The portion of the text in red (usually of the form "Click
Here") is a series of hyperlinks which invokes the animation in which the vector's components are
i demonstrated. The three figures labelled B, C and D are stills from this animation.
A shows the vector, its direction and its X component. B shows the X and Y components of this vector in
red, as well as a second vector shown in black. D shows the end of the animation, whereby the x and y
components of the red vector have been added to those of the black vector. The very faint pink lines in
figure D are the "ghosts of the original Red vector, so that the student can see where the vector came from.
Finally, figure E is a still from an interactive session in which the student grabs the vector with the mouse,
and as he manipulates it, the x and y components adapt themselves dynamically to the position of the mouse.
The text on the right gives the trigonometric relationship by which the components are calculated.
With this package, the student is first led semi-passively, via hyperlinks through a demo of the
decomposition of a vector into its x and y components, followed by a demo of the addition of the
components of two vectors.
At the end of this demo, the student has the option to repeat the demo any number of times, or to go ahead
with the next step, which is to manipulate the vector by grabbing it with the computer mouse, and observe
the way the x and y components dynamically adjust themselves to the appropriate values, obeying the
trigonometric laws that govern them.
, Finally, the student is allowed to create two vectors of his own choice, and is guided through an exercise,
whereby the components are calculated, visualized and added. At various points along the way, the student
is asked to calculate the next step, and in this way can gauge his own progress.
b) Projectiles.
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Figure 2.
Building on what has been learned about vectors, a projectile is given an initial velocity,(magnitude and
direction) and is launched. The motion of the projectile is then animated, whereby the projectile describes a
parabolic trajectory, leaving a trace on the screen, and the student can freeze the animation at any point. Each
time the projectile is stopped, the x and y components of its velocity are printed out and graphed. Also, the
equations governing this motion appear on the screen.
Figure 2 shows a composite of three frozen points of the animation.
When this animation is completed, the student is invited to play baseball. The ball is given an initial "x"
component of velocity, and the student must calculate the necessary "y" component required to clear the
fence and make a Home Run.
2. Laboratory Simulations:
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Figure 3a.
In Figure 3a above, we see the Atwood machine about to be released, when the student presses the "start
button, an animation starts, whereby the heavy weight falls and the light weight rises. Note that the data
windows are empty.
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Figure 3b.
In Figure 3a above, we see the Atwood machine at the end of its stroke. The data windows now contain
information pertaining to the elapsed time, as well as the calculated value of acceleration. A noteworthy
feature is the ability of the student to introduce a random timing error, and thus to get differing (error laden)
results each time he runs the experiment under ostensibly the same conditions.
3. Meteorology:
Cloud Formation
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Figure 4.
Figure 3 shows a composite of three steps in an animation which demonstrates how an air mass expands
and cools as it rises to a higher altitude and lower pressure level. The darkening of the air mass indicates the
condensation of vapor to liquid, and finally precipitation is released as ice and water droplets form in the
very dark cloud at the highest altitude.
Sea Breeze:
Layer of Land:
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Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows a seascape, in which the temperature of the land and the water are each indicated by a color
scale as indicated by the color bar near the bottom of the picture. The student is then invited to set the time of
day to morning, where the sun is seen near the horizon on the right. At this particular point, the land and
26}
the sea are all at the same temperature of 25C.
bin Layer of Land:
Figure 5.
The student is then invited to proceed to "afternoon", (figure 5) where an animation raises the sun in the
sky, causes the land to warm, without any noticeable change to the water temperature. This is explained, as
being due to the very different heat capacities of land and ocean.
As the land heats up,(Indicated by a changing color), the air above the land rises, and a monsoon type
circulation pattern is initiated, whereby, a sea breeze results in wind blowing into the land from the ocean.
This is further emphasized by the motion of the boat moving towards the land.
The student may then click on "evening, whereupon the sun moves across the sky to settle on the left
horizon. As it does so, the land cools down, and the pattern described above reverses itself, resulting in a
sinking of air over the land and an outward wind forming a land breeze. Once again the motion of the boat
dramatizes this wind pattern.
Return to the MU-SPIN Home Page
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OVERVIEW
• Project objectives
• Background
• Online'technical documentation (OTD)
• New model for dissemination of OTD
• Markup languages: lATEX, HTML, troff, ...
• i lATEX
• Comparison of OTD tools
• Improc
• Discussion
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
• Integrate research results into courses and curricula
• Introduce interactive electronic notes
• Support hyperlinks, graphics, executable software
• Support all typesetting features of standard texts
PROPOSED WORK:
• Exploit rich text processing features of lATEX
• Exploit hyperlinks, scripts,
plug-in features of Netscape
dynamic formatting, and
• Introduce iBTEX to merge both sets of features
• Demonstrate iBTEX as an effective authoring tool
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BACKGROUND
• Introduction of Netscape's Navigator in 1995 played a
major role in the explosive growth of the Internet.
• This effort was enhanced by earlier advent of HTML,
a hypertext markup language that facilitates document-
layout and hyperlink specification.
Although the Internet was a product of the scientific
community, the dissemination of technical documenta-
tion is not supported with the same robustness as non-
technical documents.
• Current dissemination model: postscript/PDF files
• Cannot readily support applets, dynamic formatting,
and user interaction
268
OTD TOOL REQUIREMENTS
Minimal OTD tools must support:
• formulas, tables, graphics
• user interaction and query processing
• simple run-time arithmetic/string processing
• applications on remote servers
• layout for multiple frames and arbitrary window sizes
269
OTD PRESENTATION
• HTML (under a browser)
• PDF (under Acrobat Reader)
• iI_TEX (under iTEX)
• other proprietary systems, e.g., AuthorWare, Interleaf
270
OTD PREPARATION
Markup languages:
• I_TEX
• troff
Word processors:
• MS Word
• Framemaker
• many others
27q
WHY IATEXIS THE PREFERRED
PREPARATION LANGUAGE
• Majority of technical authors are familiar with lATEX
• lATEXqS superior at typesetting mathematical formulas
• lATEX is used more commonly than any other system
• lATEX supports static (printed) documents
•IATEX can be extended to support dynamic (interactive)
documents
• lATEX can be mapped into many presentation systems
272
WHAT IS I_TEX?
• I_+TEXis a typesetting markup language
• _TEX handles text justification, kerning, spacing, fonts
• I3TEX offers powerful equation and table formatting
• I_+TEXconsists of macros built on top of TEX commands
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\begin{document}
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% Title
\title{Scattered Data Interpolation \linebreak With Multilevel B-Splines}
%__
% Authors and Affiliations
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\author{George Wolberg}
\maketitle
% Abstract
%
\begin{abstract}
This paper describes a fast algorithm for scattered data interpolation and
approximation. Multilevel B-splines are introduced to compute a $C'2$-
continuous surface through a set of irregularly spaced points. The algorithm
makes use of a coarse-to-fine hierarchy of ccntro! lattices to generate a
sequence of bicubic B-spline functions whose sum approaches the desired
interpolation function. Large performance gains are realized by using B-spline
refinement to reduce the sum of :hese functions into one equivalent B-spline
function. Experimental results demonstrate that high fidelity reconstruction is
possible from a selected set of sparse and irregular samples.
\end{abstract}
\section{INTRODUCTION}
Scattered data interpolation refers to the problem of fitting a smooth surface
through a scattered, or nonuniform, distribution of data samples. This subject
is of practical importance in many science and engineering fields, whece data
is often measured or generated at sparse and irregular positions. The goal of
interpolation is to reconstruct an underlying function that may be evaluated
at any desired set of positions. This serves to smoothly propagate the
information associated with the scattered data onto all positions in the domain.
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There are three principal sources of scattered data: measured values of physical
quantities, experimental results, and computational values. They are found in
diverse scientific and engineering applications. For example, nonuniform
measurements of physical quantities are collected in geology, meteorology,
oceanography, cartography, and mining; scattered experimental data is produced
in chemistry, physics, and engineering; and nonuniformly spaced computational
values arise in the output from finite element solutions of partial differential
equations, and various applications in computer graphics and computer vision.
\section{B-SPLINE APPROXIMATION}
\label{sec:bsa}
Recently, a B-spline approximation nechnique has been proposed for image
morphing \cite{lee95b, lee96b}. In this section, we elaborate on that
technique in terms of scattered data interpolation and present the details of
the algorithm.
\subsection{Basic Idea}
Let S\Omega = \{(x, y) i 0 \leq x < m, 0 ',ieq y < n\}$ be a rectangular domain
in the Sxy$-plane. Consider a set of scattered points SP = <{ (x c, y_c, z_c)\}$
in 3D space, where $(x c, y c)$ is a point in S\Omega$.
To approximate scattered data $P$, we formulate approximation function $f$
as a uniform bicubic B-spline function, which is defined by a control lattice
SkPhi$ overlaid on domain $\Omega$. Without loss of generality, we assume that
$\Phi$ is an $(m + 3) \times (n + 3>$ lattice which spans the integer grid in
$\Omega$ (\Fig{lattice}). Later, we shall consider the effect of different
lattice sizes on the approximation function.
\begin{figure} [htbp]
\centerline{\psfig{file=Figl.eps}}
\caption{The configuration of control lattice $\Phi$.}
\label{fig:lattice}
\end{figure}
Let $\phi_{ij}$ be the value of the $ij$-th control point on lattice $\Phi$,
located at $(i, j)$ for $i = -I, 0 ..... {m+l}$ and $j : -i ....... n_l$.
The approximation function $f$ is defined in terms of these control points by
\begin{eqnarray}
f(x, y) & = & \sum_{k=0}^3 \sum_{l=0}-3 B_k(s) B_l(t) \phi_{(i+k) (j+l) },
\label{eq:bs}
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\end{ eqnarray }
where $i = \lfloor x \rfloor - I$, $j = \lfloor y \rfloor - i$,
$s = x -\ifloor x \rfloor$, and St = y -\ifloor y \rfloor$.
SB kS and $B i$ are uniform cubic B-spline basis functions
defined as
\begin {eqnarray* }
B 0(t) & = & (i - t) 3 / 6 , \\
B l(t) & = & (3 t 3 - 6 t 2 + 4) / 6 , \\
B 2(t) & = & (-3 t ^ 3 + 3 t 2 + 3 t ÷ i) / 6 , _',
B 3(t) & = & t 3 / 6,
\end{ eqnarray* }
where $0 \leq t < i$.
They serve to weigh the contribution of each control point to
$f(x,y)$ based on its distance to $(x,y)$.
With this formulation, the problem of deriving function $f$
is reduced to solving for the control points in S\Phi$ that best
approximate the scattered data in $P$.
To determine the unknown control lattice $\PhiS, we first consider one data
point $(x c, y c, z_c)$ in $P$. From \Eq{bs}, we know that function value
$f(x_c, y_c)$ relates to the sixteen control points in the neighborhood of
$(x c, y_c)$. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
$i \leq x c, y c < 25. Then, control points S\phi {kl}S, for
Sk, 1 = 0, i, 2, 35, determine the value of $f$ at $(x_c, y_c)$.
For function $f$ to take on the value Sz c$ at $(x c, y c)$, the
control points $\phi_{kl}$ must satisfy
\begin{eqnarray}
z c & = & \sum {k=0}^3 \sum {I=0}'3 w {kl} \phi {kl},
\label{eq:one}
\end{eqmarray}
\end{document}
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Scattered Data Interpolation
With Multilevel B-Splines
George Wolberg
Aba$racl--This paper describes a fast algorithm for scat-
tered data interpolation and approximation. Multilevel B-
splines are Introduced to compute a C3-contlnuous surface
through a set of irregularly spaced points. The algorithm
makes use of a coarse-to-fine hierarchy of control lattices
to generate a sequence of bicubic B-spline functions whose
sum approaches the desired interpolation function. Large
performance gains are realiled by using B-spline refinement
to reduce the sum of these functions into one equivalent
B-spline function. Experimental results demonstrate that
high fidelity reconstruction is possible from a selected set of
sparse and irregular samples,
I. INTRODUCTION
Scattered data interpolation refers to the problem of fit-
ting a smooth surface through a scattered, or nonuniform,
- distribution of data samples. This subject is of practical
importance in many science and engineering fields, where
data is often measured or generated at sparse and irregular
positions. The goal of interpolation is to reconstruct an un-
derlying function (e.g., surface) that may be evaluated at
any desired set of positions. This serves to smoothly prop-
agate the information associated with the scattered data
onto all positions in the domain.
There are three principal sources of scattered data: mea-
sured values of physical quantities, experimental results,
and computational values. They are found in diverse sci-
entific and engineering applications. For example, nonuni-
- form measurements of physical quantities are collected in
geology, meteorology, oceanography, cartography, and min-
ing; scattered experimental data is produced in chemistry,
physics, and engineering; and nonuniformly spaced com-
putational values arise in the output from finite element
solutions of partial differential equations, and various ap-
plications in computer graphics and computer vision.
II. B-SPLINE APPROXIMATION
Recently, a B-spline approximation technique has been
proposed for image morphing [?], [?]. In this section, we
elaborate on that technique in terms of scattered data in-
terpolation and present the details of the algorithm.
A. Basic Idea
Let _ = {(z,y)[0 < z < rn, 0 _< y < n} be a rectangular
domain in the zy-plane. Consider a set of scattered points
P = {($c, yc, zc)} in 3D space, where ($c, Yc)is a point in
f2. To approximate scattered data P, we formulate approx-
imation function f as a uniform bicubic B-spline function,
which is defined by a control lattice _ overlaid on domain
f_. Without loss of generality, we assume that 4, is an
(m + 3) x (n + 3) lattice which spans the integer grid in
f_ (Fig. 1). Later, we shall consider the effect of different
lattice sizes on the approximation function.
n+l
n
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Fig. 1. The configuration of control lattice @.
Let ¢ij be the value of the ij-th control point on lat-
tice • , located at (i,j) for i = -1,0,...,m+ 1 and j =
-1, 0, ..., n+ 1. The approximation function f is defined in
terms of these control points by
3 3
f(;_,Y) : _ _ Bk(s)Bl'(t)¢(_+_)O+l ), (1)
k:O 1=0
wherei= LzJ-l,j = [yj- 1, s=z- [z],andt=y-
[yJ. Bk and B_ are uniform cubic B-spline basis functions
defined as
B0(_) : (1 - _)3/6,
Sl(_ ) = (3t 3 _ _2 + 4)//6,
B2(t) = (-3t 3+3t 2+at+1)/6,
B (t) : t /o,
where 0 _< t < 1. They serve to weigh the contribution of
each control point to f(z, y) based on its distance to (z, y).
With this formulation, the problem of deriving function f
is reduced to solving for the control points in • that best
approximate the scattered data in P.
To determine the unknown control lattice _, we first
consider one data point (zc, y,,zc) in P. From Eq. (1),
we know that function value f(zc, y_) relates to the sixteen
control points in the neighborhood of (z_, Yc). Without loss
of generality, we may assume that 1 < z¢,y_ < 2. Then,
control points eke, for k, 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3, determine the value
of f at (zc, yc). For function f to take on the value z: at
(z_, y¢), the control points ¢_z must satisfy
3 3
Z c = _ _ llJkl_ k`,
k=0 /=0
WHAT IS TEX?
TEX is a document formatting system created by Donald
Knuth (1979-1982)
• TEX-3.0 (updated version) was released in 1990
typesetting systems, e.g.,• TEX facilitates customized
formats, macro packages
• Common systems include:
Plain TEX (D. Knuth)
lATEX (L. Lamport)
AmSTE X (M. Spivak)
_TEX is the most"structured" dialect of TEX. It accounts
for the majority of TEX users.
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IATEX _ OTD PRESENTATION
• _TEX2HTML (Drakos) -- perl Script.
• TEXpider (MicroPress) -- modified TEX compiler.
• TEX, DVIPS, followed by Distiller (Adobe).
• TEX, followed by PDF driver (MicroPress).
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WHAT ARE iTEX AND iIATEX?
The i in iTEX and iI_+TEXstands for "interactive."
iTEX is a re-entrant version of TEX. In brief:
TEX runs on a single document, iTEX is re-entrant, i.e.,
it can process multiple documents in sequence or in
parallel.
• Unlike TEX which is just a batch processor, iTEX is an
interactive browser, permitting immediate previewing
of the document (just like NetScape).
• iTEX formats documents for previewing in arbitrary
window sizes.
TEX macro facilities enable more sophisticated format-
ting than HTML can achieve.
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• iTEX supports interactive controls, including user-defined
controls, iTEX can read the controls and act on them.
Presentation systems can be built on top of other TEXformats.
Due to the popularity of LATEX our assumption is that i IATEX
will be the preferred format.
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FEATURE COMPARISON
Feature HTML
DYNAMIC
YES
NO
NO
YES
Page formatting
Scripting language
Formula preview
Advanced formatting
Graphics insertion
Extensibility
Interaction
Multi-frame
YES
YES
YES
PDF
STATIC
NO
i YES
E
YES
YES
_LIMITED
I
LIMITED
LIMITED
iTEX
BOTH
YES
YES
I
YES :
i
I
'YES
YES
, YES
YES
Notes
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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FEATURE COMPARISON NOTES
1. Dynamic formatting is essential for displaying on small
screens (_ 15 in.), or in multi-frame layouts, iTEX
supports static or dynamic (default) formatting
2. Scripting languages for HTML include Java and JavaScript.
TEX can be used as a scripting language in iTEX. Even-
tually, Java code will be supported as well.
3. In HTML, formulas can be displayed as embedded
graphics. This leads to low quality, massive data trans-
fer, and bad formatting of in-line formulas.
4. The PDF formatting is only as good as the program that
was used to create the PDF file. The HTML formatting
is very rudimentary.
5. HTML extensibility comes from the NetScape plug-in
facility. A similar facility will be developed for iTEX.
6. Interaction in PDF is effectively limited to annotation.
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SUMMARY
The proposed work on i_TEX will:
• Exploit rich text processing features of I_TEX
• Exploit hyperlinks, scripts,
plug-in features of Netscape
dynamic formatting, and
• Merge both sets of features
• Demonstrate iI_+TEX as an effective authoring tool
• Furnish image processing courseware and i I_TEX browser
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Networking Break-out Session- Day I
Ms. Mona Absalon
Bowie State University
Mr. Darnley Archer
Elizabeth City State University
Mr. Carl Taylor
Prairie View A&M University
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Pre-College MSET Education Programs
Break-out Session - Day I
Dr. Marino Alvarez
Tennessee State University
Ms. Barbara Helland
KrelI Institute
Dr. Beverly Lynds
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
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I
Explorers of the Universe:
Metacognitive Tools for Learning Science Concepts
Marino C. Alvarez
Tennessee State University
Paper presented at the Minority University - Space Interdisciplinary Network (MU-SPIN)
Seventh Annual Users' Conference, City of New York, New York, New York, October, 1997.
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Explorers of the Universe:
Metacognitive Tools for Learning Science Concepts
Much school learning consists of rote memorization of facts with little emphasis on
meaningful interpretations. For example, students are often asked to solve scientific problems and
conduct laboratory experiments in a rote rather than in a meaningful way (Novak, 1988, 1990).
Often science knowledge is assumed to be absolute and students are viewed as passive recipients
of information (Driver & Oldham, 1986). In such instances, reading assignments are given,
lessons are reviewed, and question-answering is equated with producing "right" answers. Under
these circumstances, knowledge construc:ZcI'_ is reduced to factual knowledge production with
little regard for critical thinking, problem solving, or clarifying misconceptions.
Texts are often written to support acquisition of factual knowledge. The language of the
textbook or laboratory manual is often vague with ill-defined concepts or with lists of facts that
are not situated in a context that encourages students to relate new concepts to their prior
knowledge. Seldom are these facts and ideas related to students' everyday experiences or to other
disciplines (Donham, 1949; Erickson, 1984; Es'lon & Linn, 1988; Sarason, 1990; Schwab, 1976).
Further, Novak, Gowin, and Johansen (1983) show that students lack or misconstrue links
between text concepts resulting in a failure to assimilate and accommodate new knowledge in
their cognitive structure.
It seems that an important rote of a middle and secondary teacher when teaching science is
to aid students' ability to reflect upon what the} know about a given topic and make available
strategies that will enhance their conceptual understanding of text and science experiments.
Developing metacognition, the ability to monitor one's own knowledge about a topic of study and
to activate appropriate strategies, enhances students' learning when faced with reading, writing,
and problem solving situations (see Baker & Brown, 1984). Two instructional strategies that can
involve students in developing metacognitive awareness are hierarchical concept mapping (Novak
& Gowin, 1984) and Vee diagrams (Gowin, 1981).
This paper describes ttle Explorers of tile Universe Scientific/Literacy project and
discusses the effectiveness of using hierarchical concept maps and Vee diagrams to aid students in
comprehending and learning science concepts meaningfully Concept maps enable students to
organize their ideas and reveal visually these ideas to others. A Vee diagram is a structured,
visual means of relating the methodological aspects of an activity to its underlying conceptual
aspects in ways that aid learners in meaningful understanding of scientific investigations.
Explorers of the Universe
An interdisciplinary project that engages teachers and their students in thinking about
learning using technology is the Explorers of the Universe Scientific/Literacy project
(http://coe2.tsuniv.edu/explorers). This project is designed to encourage communities of thinkers
to evolve due to the unique nature of the processes involved in analyzing and reporting data
received from variable stars that teachers and students investigate by remotely controlled
automatic photoelectric telescopes (Alvarez, 1995). These telescopes are housed at the Fairborn
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Observatory in Washington Camp, Arizona and controlled by astronomers at Tennessee State
University in Nashville via the Internet.
Students conduct self-directed case-based investigations that require them to utilize
concept maps and vee diagrams to plan and carry out their research and findings. They also
collaborate with students at other high schools and electronically communicate with astronomers
and university educators. Students analyze data received from the automatic photoelectric
telescopes and apply mathematic and scientific principles during this process of evaluation.
During their investigation of the stars, students are encouraged to incorporate their research with
related information from other subject disciplines. For example, several students have included
literature into their case study and have researched how Greek and Arabic mythology were
influenced from studying the stars. Once completed, students publish their findings on the Net
and receive feedback from faceless and unknown persons throughout the world (Alvarez, 1996a).
Students are both consumers and producers of the Net in this project. During this process
students access various Internet sites and critically analyze the reliability of the information and its
source when formulating their case and writing their paper. As their paper takes form they also
include links to other data sources on the Net and/or to related student papers of their classmates.
Teachers and students in these projects are becoming communities of thinkers (see Alvarez
1996b, 1997). Communities in the sense that the school classroom becomes a place where ideas
are shared through interactive learning environments in an atmosphere of coming to know
through understanding and discussion.
In these kinds of learning environments, teachers think about their subject in ways to
promote and invite students to participate by offering lessons and assignments that require critical
thinking (thinking about thinking in ways to bring about change in one's experience) and
imaginative thinking (exploring future possibilities with existing ideas) rather than emphasizing
rote memorization of facts. Developing a community of thinkers focuses on the kinds of thought
processes needed by the teacher and students to achieve learning outcomes. ThinMng of ways to
achieve learning outcomes is different from focusing on ways that learning outcomes can be
achieved (Alvarez, 1996b). The former is process oriented; the latter product oriented. When
teachers and administrators focus on ways that students need to achieve prescribed outcomes then
the thought processes become product oriented. In contrast, when teachers and administrators
focus on ways that students can learn this same type of product outcomes in ways that involve
them to think about problem-oriented tasks and assignments that actively engage them in mutual
discussions with the teacher, peers, and others, then the process becomes multifaceted,
meaningful, and negotiable.
Vee Diagram
The Vee heuristic was developed by Gowin (1981 ) to enable students to understand the
structure of knowledge (e.g., relational networks, hierarchies, combinations) and to understand
the process of knowledge construction. Gowin's fundamental assumption is that knowledge is not
absolute, but rather it is dependent upon the concepts, theories, and methodologies by which we
view the world. To learn meaningfully, individuals must choose to relate new knowledge to
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relevant concepts and propositions they already know. The Vee diagram aids students in this
linking process by acting as a metacognitive tool that requires students to make explicit
connections between previously learned and newly acquired information.
The Vee diagram separates theoretical/conceptual (thinking) on the ieit from the
methodological (doing) elements of inquiry on the right. Both sides actively interact with each
other through the use of the focus or research questiou(s) that directly relates to events and/or
objects Epistemic elements are arrayed around the Vee diagram, and represent units that form
the structure of some segment or portion of knowledge required to construct a new meaning or
piece of knowledge.
The conceptual side includes philosoph),, theory, prmciples,.conceptual systems, and
concepts all of which are related to each other and to the events andlor objects. On the
methodological side of the Vee, records of these events/objects are transformed into graphs,
charts, tables, transcriptions of audio or videotapes, and so forth and become the basis for making
lalowledge and value claims.
The Interactive Vee Diagram has been developed to aid students and teachers affiliated
with our project to plan, carry out, and finalize their research investigations. Teachers and
students have restricted access to this Interactive Vee Diagram appearing on the Internet that
allows each to have their own password. Confidentiality is important for both teachers and
students during the course of their investigation. However, students can share their Vees with
teachers, other students, university educators, and astronomers for feedback by giving their
password to those persons whom they wish to interact. This collaborative process allows ideas to
be shared and negotiated during the various phases of their inquiry. Revisions of the Vee are
important for students to "think" and actively "participate" in their study. Information
electronically submitted over the Internet on each Interactive Vee is captured on a data base for
analysis at the Explorers of the Universe base of operations in the Center of Excellence in
Information Systems at Tennessee State University.
Concept Maps
The hierarchical concept map enables learners to plan and share their ideas with their
teacher and peers, and accompanies their vee diagram. The map serves as a visual tool to clarifj
ambiguities, resolve discrepancies, and engage in reflective thinking. It also serves as a template
from which to write case reports. Members of the team use concept maps as a negotiation
instrument with other interested members of the class or affiliated school. The teacher becomes
aware of their approach to conceptual analysis by visually examining their conceptual and
propositional relationships portrayed on the map. In so doing, the _" _' .-._- "_ mediate the
process and product of student engagement with the topic under st: • _: .,_varez P • 'lez,
1995).
tSee our website under the headings of either Ovel-view or Index for Metacognitve Tools for examples of
vee diagrams: http://coe2.tsuniv.edu.explorers.
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1Concept maps also aid students in reflecting and rethinking their ideas. For example, three
students who were members of a team had several serious discussions on how the map should be
arranged regarding the incorporation of astronomy and its role in literature. They revised their
map several times to depict relationships between Algol and its interpretation in Greek and Arabic
mythology. This map provided the conceptual framework to structure their thoughts and write
their paper.
Using vee diagrams and concept maps to mediate learning paradigms between
astronomers, teachers, university educators, and students serve to better inform the research
practices in the variable star component of the Explorers of the Universe Project. These teachers
are better informed about what practicing astronomers are observing and together with their
students are communicating with these astronomers using e-mail, interactive video
communication, and by sharing concept maps and vee diagrams of their investigative work.
Conclusion
Metacognitive tools such as hierarchical concept maps and vee diagrams actively engage
students to think about what they are learning with print, electronic texts, and data gathered from
automatic photoelectric telescopes. These tools provide students with a venue to display visually
their ideas and serve as instruments to become involved in a forum that encourages self-reflection
and rethinking of facts and ideas. Knowledge paradigms of scientists, teachers, and students are
mediated through meaningful materials, metacognitive tools, and an emergent curriculum that
encourages question-asking, question-seeking, introspection, and shared meanings in sociocultural
contexts.
These metacognitive tools aid students in their research and the writing of their papers.
Their published papers on the World Wide Web tell stories about the research they are doing and
the ideas to be shared. They write their stories based on the facts and ideas that are being
received from their study of the stars. Their experiences, both cognitive and affective, play an
active role in this thinking/learning process. It is within their process of imaginative and critical
thinking that moves them into the realm of meaningful learning. This environment is crucial in
stimulating a desire within students to become self-empowered and in charge of their own well-
being.
Social interactions are occurring among members of our project in communal ways that
new information is incorporated (integrated and related to other knowledge sources in memory)
rather than compartmentalized (isolated due to rote memorization). In this setting, teachers are
thinking and learning more about their subject and encouraging critical and imaginative thinking
by providing their students with problem-solving lessons in meaningful learning contexts. This
notion is consistent with Ausubel's (1968) theory of learning, Gowin's (1981 ) theory of
educating, Novak's (1977) theory of education and knowledge, and Gragg's (1940) warning that
"wisdom can't be told."
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Adventures in Supercomputing:
Integrating Mathematics, Science
and
Technology in Precollege
Classrooms
funded by the Department of
Energy
http ://www.krellinst.org/AiS
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Goal
To foster and enhance the participation of diverse
populations of high school students in mathematics,
science, and computing.
1i
Alabama --
Colorado --
Iowa -
Carl Davis and Edna Gentry,
Alabama-- Huntsville
Host States
University of
Dave Zachmann and Pat Bums, Colorado
State University
Barbara Helland, Krell Institute
New Mexico-- Richard Allen, Sandia National
Laboratories--New Mexico
Tennessee -- Barbara Summers, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory
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Components
Ongoing Teacher Training -- Summer Institutes and
follow up workshops for teacher education and
curriculum development
Technical Support -- Continued computing and
networking support
Colleges of Education -- Support of Colleges of
Education for continuing education credits
Assessment -- Ongoing assessment for dual purpose
of evaluation and incorporation of improvements
into the program
J
, !
!
i
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Curriculum
• Develops student's ability to work in teams
• Develops logical thinking skills
• Emphasizes oral and written communication
• Focus on "real world" problems
• Multi-disciplinary approach
• Learner centered
• Teacher teams function as facilitators
3_7
Example
BB
Sample Problem (Joe Zachary, University of Utah)
http ://www. kre lli n st.org/U C E S/arc hi ve/modules/
World Population: The human population of the
earth is large and increasing rapidly. According to
the 1991 Rand McNally World Atlas, the
population in 1900 was approximately 1.6 billion.
This increased to 2.5 billion in 1950 and more than
doubled over the next 40 years to exceed 5.2 billion
in 1990. Are there already too many people in the
world or can the earth comfortably absorb even
larger numbers of humans?
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World Population Example(cont.)
Di
Problem: Calculate number of square feet of earth's
surface that every human would receive if the
surface were divided evenly
Model: Find mathematical model assuming that the
earth is a perfect sphere of radius 4000 miles and the
earth's population is 5.5 billion people
Method: Devise computer method using formula for
surface area of a sphere to calculate the earth's area
and then divide by earth's population.
Implementation: Decide on appropriate method, paper
and pencil, C program, Maple, etc.
Assessment: Does the answer make sense?
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Projects
Sample Expo Projects: Predicting Forest Fire Activity
Through Component Analysis, Ozone Depletion,
Waste Disposal and Landfill Growth, Optics in our
School Gymnasium, Roller Coaster Physics, Aging
Nuclear Weapons, Applications of Heat Transfer,
Ecological Exploration into the Relationship
between Cheetahs and Gazelles: Symbiotic or
Parasitic, A numerical simulation of meteor
encounters with planet Earth ....
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Problem
statement
Method of
Solution
Results and
Conclusions
1
Students clearly
define the problem
and
resent the
ackground
information
necessary to
understand the
context of the
problem.
Students describe all
parts of the
mathematical and
computational
models and their
relationship to the
Pl_Oblem to be solved.
e program code is
well documented
2
Students do
not clearly define
the problem OR
do not present
the back_ound
information
necessary to
tmderstand the
context of the
problem.
Students describe
the mathematical
and computational
models and their
relationship to the
problem, but the
description is not
complete. The
program code
may or may not
be well
documented.
Project Scoring Rubric
Results and Results and :
conclusions are conclusions are
clearly stated, are clearly stated, are
supported by visual supported by
representation of visual
data, and address all representation of
parts of the stated data, but do not
problem address all parts
of the stated
problem.
3
Students do
not clearly
define the problem
AND
do not present
the background
informatmn
necessary to
understand the
context of the
problem.
Students describe
the mathematical
and computational
models, but the
description is not
accurate. The
program code ma Y
or may not be well
documented.
4
Students vamaelv
identify a problem
or do
not define the
problem at all.
Students do not
refer to the
mathematical or
computational
models of the
project. The
program code is
not documented.
Results and
conclusions are
stated, but not
supported by visual
represtation of data,
and do not address
all parts of the stated
problem.
Results and
conclusions are not
stated.
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Technical
writing
Display
lnteview
2
Writing is
coherent and free
from spelling and
grammatical
errors. Scientific
terms are clearly
defined. Graphs
are clearly
labeled.
Writing is
coherent, but
contains numerous
spelling and
grammatical errors.
Scientific terms are
not clearly defined.
Graphs are not
clearly labeled.
The display
conveys the
important aspects
of the project and
is visually
pleasing.
The display does
not display all the
important aspects
of the project OR is
not visually
pleasing.
The team is
highly
knowledgeable of
project content.
They
communicate
understanding of
both the math and
computational
models. They can
also coherently
describe their
results and
conclusions.
The team does not
demonstrate a high
degree of
competence in one
of the three areas:
knowledge of
project content,
understanding of
both the math and
computational
models, description
of results and
conclusions
Rubric
3
(continued)
UO
4
Writing is
coherent, but
contains
numerous spelling
and grammatical
errors. Scientific
terms are not
clearly defined.
Graphs are not
clearly labeled
Writing is not
coherent and
contains
numerous spelling
and grammatical
errors.
The display does
not display all of
the important
aspects of the
project AND is
not visually
pleasing.
The display does
not relate to the
proble m •
The team does not
demonstrate a
high degree of
competence in
two of the three
areas: knowledge
oi" project content,
understanding of
both the math and
computational
models,
description of
results and
conclusions.
The team does not
demonstrate a
high degree of
competence in
any of the three
areas: knowledge
of project content,
understanding of
both the math and
computational
models,
description of
results and
conclusions.
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Today
Continues to introduce technology into the
classroom: compute servers provide compute
cycles, cached web pages, e-mail accounts Servers
could also host desktop video conferencing and
electronic notebooks
Teacher training ("Now that we have the
technology, what do we do with it?")
- 20 new schools added including schools from
the states of California, Hawaii, Texas and
Wyoming
- Formalized modules into online textbook
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http://ais.cs.sandia.gov/AiS/textbook/textbook.html
Tableof
Preface Contents
fluthor$
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Unit 1 Computational Science
1 Definition and Applications
Unit 2 Project Development
2.1 Overview of a Computational
Science Project
2.2 Example Projects
2.3 Project Development
2.3.1 Topic Selection
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.3.5
2.3.6
2.3.7
2.3.8
Topic Research
Problem Definition
Background Information
Mathematical Modeling
Method of Solution
Results
Conclusions and Further
Research
2.4 Project Presentation
2.4.1 Technical Paper
2.4.2 Oral Presentation
2.5 Mentors
Unit 3 Team Development
3.1 Team Development
3.2 Team Dynamics
Table of Contents
Unit 4 Internet Resources
4.1 World Wide Web
4.1.1 Network Browsers
4.1.2 Research on the Internet
4.2 Pine Mail Utility
4.3 HTML Document Writing
4.4 Internet Etiquette and Ethics
Unit 5 UNIX and Text Editors
Unit 6 Introduction to Computing
Unit 7 FORTRAN 77
Unit 8 Fortran 90
Unit 9 C++
Appendix A: Tables of Units
Appendix B: Dimensional Analysis
Appendix C: Math Notes
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Teachers
Organize and conduct Summer Institutes for new
teachers
• Serve on state AiS advisory committees
• Often act as technology advisors for their schools
Conduct in-service training for teachers in their
districts
Switch schools and "take" AiS with them
326
Students
Often take AiS classes more than once
Serve as mentors for new AiS students
Serve as computer experts in their schools
Develop "marketable" skills
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Implementing SkyMath
Beverly T. Lynds
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307-3000
303-497-8654
303-497-8690
blynds @unidata.ucar.edu
The University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) has developed a middle
school mathematics module, Project SkyMath, that demonstrates that acquiring and
using current environmental and real-time weather data in middle school classrooms
promotes the teaching and learning of the significant mathematics that is the foundation
of data analysis. The program is alligned with the Standards of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) The SkyMath module, "Using the Science and
Language of Patterns to Explore Temperature", develops mathematical concepts using
temperature data. The classroom activities lead students to create methods of
representing change: how temperature changes with time and with location. Students
are challenged to measure, represent, and analyze these changes.
The fifteen activities and an end-of-unit assessment tool are downloadable from the
SkyMath homepage http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/staff/blynds/Skymath.html.
During the past year, several Mu-spin sites have assisted UCAR in the introduction of
SkyMath into classrooms. We hope to share their experiences both successes and
failures, with the '97 conference attendees.
The University of Texas at El Paso has assisted several middle schools in Internet
connectivity and has encouraged math teachers to use the SkyMath module in their
classrooms. The very enthusiastic responses by teachers and students to the module
has helped UCAR demonstrate the effectiveness of the module. One of the UTEP
schools provided Spanish translations for the SkyMath reproducible masters distributed
to students.Elizabeth Cffy State University identified one middle school interested in
participating in the SkyMath activity, and Morgan State University hosted a conference
that introduced SkyMath activities to their Urban Systemic Program.
NASA Langley Research Center supported four middle schools in their effort to test the
SkyMath module by providing workshops and materials for the teachers.
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MU-SPIN Consultants
Dr. Ely Dorsey
Howard Lhziversity
Mr. Maurice Foxworth & Ms. Cynthia Dinkins
Foxworth & Di_ikilzs
Ms. Valeric Thomas
LaVal CorponTtio_z
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THE CHANGE MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION IN
MU- SPIN 1997
By Dr Ely A. Dorsey, Director
The Institute for the Study of Industrial Ecology,
Environmental Justice and Cybernetic Systems
Howard University School of Business
.
CHANGE MANAGEMENT 1997
WE HAVE BEEN ENGAGED IN THE MU-SPIN PROJECT SINCE 1996, WHEN WE
FIRST ANALYZED THE PROJECT FROM A SOCIOTECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE
AS A NASA- ASEE SUMMER FELLOW. TIlE INSTITUTE IS NOW ENGAGED AS
A CONTRACTOR TO FACILITATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT IN THE PROJECT
BEFORE WE GIVE OUR REPORT, WE WOULD LIKE TO REVISIT THE
THINKING OF THE NEW VISION OF MU-SPIN.
.
THE VISION OF MU-SPIN IS THAT OF MU-SPIN, INC.. TH1S MEANS THAT
THE VARIOUS NRTS CLUSTERS ARE TO BE ENGAGED AS INTEGRATED
PARTNERS IN AN ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCT MUTUALLY, COMMERCIALLY
EXPLOITING THEIR EXPERT INSTITUTE CAPACITIES IN INFORMATION ANS
NETWORK SYSTEMS KNOW-HOW FOR VARIOUS MATHEMATICAL,
SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS.
FURTHERMORE, THE TRANSFER OF THIS CAPACITY TO COMMUNqTIES AND
EDUCATORS AT ALL LEVELS, PARTICULARLY, K-12, WILL BE A METRIC BY
WHICH THE PROJECT SELF REFLECTS AND IS JUDGED BY THE CUSTOMERS
IT SERVES.
CHANGE MANAGEMENT 1997
!
THIS NEW VISION CALLED FOR A COOPERATION AMONG PARTNERS THAT
IS RADICAL AND DISRUPTIVE. CLEARLY, NASA MU-SPIN LEADERSHIP
SEEING THAT THIS CALL WAS SOMEWHAT UNFAIR, PROVIDED A
RESOURCE, NAMELY OUR INSTITUTE TO FACILITATE THIS
TRANSFORMATION. FURTHERMORE, NASA MU- SPIN RECOGNIZED THAT
THEY COULD NOT ASK THEIR NRTS PARTNERS TO UNDERTAKE A
PARADIGM SHIFT WITHOUT ENGAGING IN THIS SHIFT THEMSELVES,
HENCE PART OF THE CHANGE MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION CALLED FOR
THE TRANSFORMATION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT FROM THE LEAD OF
THE PROJECT.
THE OBJECT OF THE CHANGE MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION AT THIS TIME
IS TO PROVIDE ENOUGH EVIDENCE THAT SUCH A PARADIGM SHIFT IS
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.COMMUNICATION AND THE TYPE OF DATA THE ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN
PRODUCING BEFORE THE BEHAVIORAL INFORMATION WAS PRESENTED
BY AN OUTSIDE AGENCY. IN OTHER WORDS, THE ORGANIZATION CANNOT
SEE NEW INFORMATION ABOUT ITSELF, THUS IT CONTINUES AS IF THE
NEW INFORMATION IS PART OF THE OLD INFORMATION
CHANGE MANAGENENT 1997
METRICS THAT MEASURE CHANGE
FIRST ORDER CHANGE IS SELF SEALING CHANGE _,_,q-IERE LEARNING IS
ARTICULATED IN TERMS OF APPARENT SUCCESSES .AND FAILURES.
GROUPS DO NOT LEARN NEW PARADIGMS, INSTEAD THEY RELEARN WHAT
THEY ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE DELUSION IS COUCHED IN TERMS OF
INCREASED EFFICIENCY OR THE LIKE NEW EFFECTIVENESS TO NEW
COMPLEXITY IS NOT CONSIDERED BECAUSE IT IS NOT RECOGNIZED AS A
NEED. THE METRICS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
1. DEFINE GOALS AND TRY TO A('HiIiI Z THEM. THE ACTOR HERE DESIGNS
AND MANAGES THE ENVIRONMENT UNILATERALLY
2. MAXTMIZE WINNIN(; AND MhVI._IIZI:_ LO57NG. THE ACTOR OWNS AND
CONTROLS THE TASK S/TIE CLAIMS OWNERSHIP OF THE TASK AND IS
GUARDIAN OF THE DEFINITION AND EXECUTION OF THE TASK.
3. MINIMIZE GENERA 7LVG OR EA_t_ESSING NEGA TIt% FEELINGS. TIlE
ACTOR UNILATERALLY PROTECTS HIM/HERSELF. S/HE SPEAKS WITH
INFERRED CATEGORIES ACCOMPANIED BY LITTLE OR NO DIRECTLY
OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR THE ACTOR IS BLIND TO THE IN{PACT ON
OTHERS.
9. CHANGE MANAGEMENT 1997
CHANGE METRIC S CONTINUED
THE ACTOR REDUCES INCONGRUITY BY DEFENSIVE ACTIONS SUCH AS
BLAMING, STEREOTYPING, SUPPRESSING FEELINGS AND
INTELLECTUALIZING. THERE IS LITTLE OR NO PUBLIC TESTING OF
THEORIES IN USE. TESTING IS MOSTLY PRIVATE.
4. BE RATIONAL. THE ACTOR UNILATERALLY PROTECT OTHERS FROM
BEING HURT. S/HE WITHHOLDS INFORMATION, CREATES RULES TO
CENSOR INFORMATION AND BEHAVIOR, HOLDS PRIVATE MEETINGS. THE
ACTOR INDUCES LOW FREEDOM OF CHOICE, INTERNAL COMMITMENT
AND RISK TAKING.
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METRICS OF CHANGE
SECOND ORDER CHANGE. SECOND ORDER CHANGE IS THE CHANGE WE
SEEK. IT IS BEING IN A LEARNING TO LEARN STATE. IT IS UNDERSTOOD
IN TERMS OF EFFECTIVENESS. WE CONTINUE TO ASK "WHAT IS THIS IN
FRONT OF US, AND IS OUR VIEW THE ONLY WAY TO SEE WHAT WE SEE?"
THE METRICS FOLLOW.
1. VALID INFORMATION. THE ACTORS DESIGNS SITUATIONS OR
ENVIRONMENTS WHERE PARTICIPANTS CAN BE ORIGINS AND EXPERIENCE
HIGH PERSONAL CAUSATION, PSYCHOLOGICAL SUCCESS, CONFIRMATION
AND ESSENTIALITY.
2. FREE AND INFORMED CHOICE. THE ACTOR S DESIGN TASKS THAT ARE
JOINTLY CONTROLLED. THIS LEADS TO INCREASED LONG-RUN
EFFECTIVENESS.
11.
12.
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CHANGE METRICS CONTINUED
3. INTERNAL COMMITMENT TO 7HE CHOICES AND CONSTANT MONITO_NG
OF ITS IMPLEMENTA TION. THE ACTORS RECOGNIZE AND ACT ON THE
PREMISE THAT PROTECTION OF THE SELF IS A JOINT ENTERPRISE AND
ORIENTED TOWARD GROWTH. THE ACTORS SPEAK 1N DIRECTLY
OBSERVABLE CATEGORIES, SEEK TO REDUCE BLINDNESS ABOUT THEIR
OWN INCONSISTENCY AND INCONGRUITY. THE ACTORS BILATERALLY
PROTECT OTHERS. HERE THERE IS LEARNING-ORIENTED NORMS OF
TRUST AND INDIVIDUALITY. THERE IS OPEN CONFRONTATION ON
DIFFICULT ISSUES AND PUBLIC TESTING OF THEORIES IN USE. THIS
CONFRONTATION IS NOT UNKIND NOR DISRESPECTFUL, IT IS DARING AND
ENCOURAGED. THE IDEA IS TO CHALLENGE CONSTRUCTS OF ACTION
THAT ARE PRESENT IN THE GROUP.
CHANGE MANAGEMENT 1997
MU-SPIN PROJECT HEADQUARTERS. THERE ARE FOUR COMPONENTS TO
THE HEADQUARTERS ORGAN IN THE MU-SPIN PROJECT: NASA PROJECT
GOVERNMENT, NASA GOVERNMENT OUTSIDE PROJECT, ADNET
CONTRACTORS, AND OTHER CONSULTANTS.
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WE LOOKED FOR TWO THINGS HERE: COM_MUNICATIONS CONSISTENCY
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT COMPONENTS AND THE NON GOVERNMENT
COMPONENTS, AND ADHERENCE TO A CONSISTENT DECISION MAKING
MODEL. WE FOCUSED ON THE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN PROJECT
LEADERSHIP AND THE OTHER CONSULTANTS, AND BETWEEN PROJECT
LEADERSHIP AND ADNET CONTRACTORS. WE COULD NOT OBSERVE
OTHER LINKAGES BECAUSE WE WERE NOT POSITIONED TO DO SO. THE
REASON FOR THIS PATH IS BECAUSE WE SEEK TO SEE IF THERE IS A
PROPENSITY TO EMBRACE THE GOVERNING VARIABLE VALID
INFORMATION AS A MEANS OF LEARNING. WHAT A RESEARCHER LOOKS
FOR HERE IS IF THE GROUP SHARES ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION, OR IF
THE GROUP SHARES INFORMATION IN WAYS THAT OTHERS UNDERSTAND
IT, OR IF THE GROUP SHARES INFORMATION IN WAYS THAT OTHERS CAN
INDEPENDENTLY VALIDATE IT, OR IF THE GROUP CONTINUALLY SEEKS
NEW INFORMATION TO DETERMINE V_q-IETHER PREVIOUS DECISIONS
SHOULD BE CHANGED.
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WHAT WE FOUND WAS THAT THIS GOVERNING VARIABLE WAS NOT
SUFFICIENTLY UNDERSTOOD BY THE PARTIES SO THAT IT COULD BE
INFRA STRUCTURALLY SUPPORTED. GOVERNMENT MEETINGS WITH THE
ADNET CONTRACTORS ARE IRREGULAR AND THERE IS NO SET FORMAT
WHEN THOSE MEETINGS TAKE PLACE. BOTH PARTIES DO NOT KNOW
WHAT TO REPORT TO EACH OTHER BECAUSE THEY HAVE NOT AGREED ON
HOW TO REPORT TO EACH OTHER. DECISION MAKING IS AMBIGUOUS.
NEITHER THE GOVERNMENT NOT THE CONTRACTORS KNOW HOW TO
IDENTIFY A DECISION TO EACH OTHER. INFORMATION IS SHARED, BUT
ITS RELEVANCY IS NOT TESTABLE BECAUSE PROBLEM SOLVING MODELS
ARE INTRINSIC AND PRIVATE.
WE ARRIVED AT THESE FINDINGS THROUGH VARIOUS MEETINGS THAT WE
HAVE FACILITATED WITH BOTH PARTIFS OVER THE LAST YEAR. BOTH
PARTIES ACT COOPERATIVELY AS ETHNOGRAPHIC INFORMANTS. THERE
IS A COMMITTED INTENT TO SUPPORT VALID 1NFORMA TION. THE ADNET
CONTRACTORS HAVE ASKED FOR REGULAR PROJECT STATUS MEETINGS
AND HAVE REQUESTED THAT THE INSTITUTE FACILITATE THOSE
MEETINGS. WE HAVE AGREED TO DO SO. OUR ROLE WILL BE TO HELP
BOTH PARTIES SEE THAT THE PROJECT IS UNDERGOING VERY DISRUPTIVE
CHANGE AND THAT THE USUSAL SHORT CRISP OR CLEAR INFORMATION
THAT TAKES PLACE BETWEEN PARTIES IN A STABLE ENVIRONMENT IS
NOT RELEVANT NOR USEFUL HERE. WE WILL TRY TO HELP BOTH PARTIES
SEE THAT THEY TOGETHER WILL DEFINE THE NEW PARAMETERS OF
THEIR RELATIONSHIP, AND THIS IS QUITE HEALTHY AND PROGRESSIVE
FOR THE PROJECT AS A WHOLE.
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15.
THE GOVERNMENT SIDE HAS AGREED TO ALLOW INTERVENTIONS WITH
THE ADNET CONTRACTORS AS PART OF THE INSTITUTE'S ROLE IN THE
PROJECT. IT ALSO RECOGNIZES THE TRADITIONAL ROLES THAT BOTH
GOVERNMENT AND CONTRACTORS HAVE PLAYED OVER THE YEARS. WE
WILL TRY TO HELP THE PARTIES SEE THAT THESE TRADITIONAL ROLES
ARE QUITE DYSFUNCTIONAL TO THE PROJECT.
PROJECT LEADERSHIP AND OTHER OUTSIDE CONSULTANTS. WE HAVE
OBSERVED THIS EVOLVING RELATIONSHIP SINCE JANUARY OF 1997. ONE
CONTRACTOR IS OFFICED AT MU-SPIN HEADQUARTERS. THE OTHERS
HAVE FACILITIES ELSEWHERE. NO EFFECTIVE PROVISIONS FOR THE
INSTITUTE TO BE HOUSED AT MU-SPIN HEADQUARTERS HAVE BEEN
MADE. THE CONSULTANTS HAVE NOT BEEN ORGANIZED AS A GROUP.
THEY ARE INDEPENDENT AND'ARE USUALLY COMMUNICATED WITH IN
THAT WAY. THERE HAVE BEEN SOME COMMON THEME MEETINGS WITH
RESPECT TO FUTURE INVOLVEMENT IN THE PROJECT. INFORMATION
RELATIVE TO THAT COMMON INTEREST HAS BEEN SHARED, OUR ROLE
WITH THE OTHER CONSULTANTS IS STILL EVOLVING. THERE IS
SUBSTANTIAL OPPORTUNITY FOR CROSS SERVICE SUPPORT. WE HAVE
NOT BEEN ASKED TO EXPAND OUR ROLE HERE BEYOND THAT OF
SCIENTIFIC OBSERVER.
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KEY IDEA
THE STORY AT MU-SPIN HEADQUARTERS. THE STORY AT
HEADQUARTERS IS A STORY OF VERY POWERFUL CHANGE AND
DISRUPTION. NORMALLY UNDERSTOOD COMMUNICATIONS ARE NOT
PRESENT. THE NEWNESS OF THE GROWTH IN THE INTELLECTUAL
PRODUCTS ACROSS MU-SPIN NATIONWIDE IS EXCITING AND TERRIFYING.
THE GROWTH CANNOT BE MANAGED TRADITIONALLY. IT CALLS FOR RISK
TAKING OF A DIFFERENT SORT: LEARNING HOW TO LEARN WITHOUT A
MAP. CAUTION AND CHALLENGE ARE TUGGING AT EACH OTHER.
TRADITION AND RADICAL TRANSFORMATION ARE TRYING TO
COMPLIMENT EACH OTHER. TELLING A COLLEAGUE WHAT TO DO IS
QUITE DYSFUNCTIONAL. ENGAGING A COLLEAGUE IN NEW DISCOVERY IS
THE BETTER PATH TO TRAVEL. THE OWNERSHIP OF THE GROWTH IS
PROJECT WIDE. GROWTH IN DEMAND CONTROL AT MU-SPIN
HEADQUARTERS IS A MAJOR AREA OF CONCERN. COLLECTIVE
MANAGERIAL STRATEGIES APPEAR TO BE A GOOD BASIS FOR PROBLEM
SOLVING IN THESE DYNAMIC THEATERS OF CHANGE.
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THE INTERVENTION IN THE FIELD. WE STUDIED THE PROPENSITY FOR
SECOND ORDER LEARNING IN THE FIELD AS WE VISITED VARIOUS NRTS
SITES OVER THE LAST YEAR. WE CONDUCTED WORKSHOPS ON TEAM
BUILDING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT AT THREE SITES AND
FACILITATED SEVERAL MEETINGS AT TWO SITES. AT TWO SITES, WE
WERE OBSERVERS ONLY. WE CONDUCTED SEVERAL ETHNOGRAPHIC
INTERVIEWS BY TELEPHONE WITH THREE NRTS PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS. WE HAVE SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS THAT
ARE STILL BEING TESTED:
1. PROJECT MANAGEMENT AS A CONCEPT IS UNDERSTOOD IN AN
ELEMENTARY WAY ACROSS THE FIELD.
2. CROSS BOUNDARY MANAGEMENT WITHIN A CLUSTER IS NOT WELL
SUPPORTED.
3. THE NEW VISION OF M-U- SPIN IS NOT UNDERSTOOD ACROSS THE FIELD.
WE PRESENT OUR INqTIAL UgqDERSTANq)ING IN AN ANECDOTAL WAY
WITH SITE EVIDENCE AND A FULLER DISCUSSION AND FILM OF THE
WORKSHOP AT SOUTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY.
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WE FIRST OBSERVED THE VARIOUS WEB AND RELATED WORKSHOPS AT
ALL SITES. IT APPEARED THAT RECIPIENTS WERE BENEFITTING FROM
THE INSTRUCTION BEING RECEIVED AT THE WORKSHOP. WE COULD NOT
DETERMINE IF HELP DESKS HAD BEEN ESTABLISHED TO FOLLOW UP ON
THE INITIAL TRAINING TAKING PLACE. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
CLUSTER WIDE HELP DESK WOULD IMPLY THAT THE NOTION OF
PARTNERING ACROSS CORPORATE BOUNDARIES WAS BEGINNING TO
TAKE HOLD.
b
IT WAS CLEAR THAT EACH CLUSTER NEEDED TO ADDRESS THE CLUSTER
WIDE SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE QUESTION. EACH CLUSTER HAS
NETWORK SUPPORT FACILITIES AT VERY DIFFERENT DEGREES OF
CAPACITY. THE PARTNERS IN EACH CLUSTER HAVE NOT HERETOFORE
SEEN THIS AS AN ACROSS CLUSTER QUESTION. IT HAS BEEN A
TRADITIONAL EACH INSTITUTION FOR ITSELF ISSUE. IN SOUTH CAROLINA
AND IN TENNESSEE, WE ADDRESSED THESE ISSUES DIRECTLY. OUR
INTERVENTION THERE WILL BE DESCRIBED BELOW. WE WERE ABLE FILM
THE WORKSHOP AT SOUTH CAROLINA, AND WE'LL PRESENT SOME
HIGHLIGHTS.
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AND NOW THE MOVIE...
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Technology Transfer & Commercialization
Maurice D. Foxworth
Foxworth & Dinkins, Inc.
312 9th Street, SE
Washington, DC 20003
U.S.A.
202-546-7669
202-546-2374
Technology commercialization is a core mission of NASA. Consequently, The
NASA MU-SPIN project has placed a central emphasis on enhancing the involvement
of the NRTS in technology commercialization activities.This session will discuss MU-
SPIN's technology commercialization concept and strategy. Current NRTS
commercialization initiatives will, also, be discussed.
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Call for Participation Presentations
Dr. Nizar Al-Holou
University of Detroit Mercy
Dr. S. Raj Chaudhury
Norfolk State University
Mr. Brian Giza
University of Texas at Austin
,!
Dr. Katherine Price
Texas A&M University at Corpus Christi
Dr. Linda Hayden & Mr. Kurt E. Roberson
Elizabeth City State University
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Development of A Computer Based Instructional
(CBI) Curriculum for Greenfield Coalition
Nizar A1-Holou, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Electrical Engineering Dept.,
University of Detroit Mercy,
Detroit, MI 48219-0900
Supported by NSF through Greenfield coalition
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Objectives of the Curriculum
Develop competencies in the Principles of Electrical
Engineering and Physics knowledge areas. Cover the following
knowledge sub areas:
Electrostatic
DC circuit analysis
AC circuit analysis
Inductance, Capacitance and Electromagnetism
Digital Concepts
Provide candidates with enough background that is relevant to
the manufacturing environment at Focus:Hope.
Have the depth that will be very useful to support/supplement
the educational efforts at the participating universities in
this field.
Instructional Modules:
Module 1: Electrostatic
Module 2: Introduction to Electric Circuits
Module 3: DC Circuits Analysis
Module 4: Inductance, Capacitance and Electromagnetism
Module 5: Sinusoidal Steady-State Analysis
Module 6: Selected Topics in Electric circuits
Module 7: Transient Analysis
Module 8: Digital Concepts
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Module 1: Electrostatic:
i...Electric Charges
2. Coulomb's Law
3. Potential Difference
4. Work and Energy.
5. Case Studies
Prerequisites :
Equations with parameters
Quadratic Equations
Outcome •
I
Assessment :
understand Electricity
Relate the forces experienced by different charges
On-line testing
written test
Case Study Report
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I
Module2: Introduction to Electric Circuits:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Electric Circuit Demonstration
Ohm's Law
Resistors
Measurement Devices
Power in Electric Circuits
DC Circuits
Parallel Circuits
Series-Parallel Circuits
Case Study
Prerequisites:
Module 1
Equations with parameters
Quadratic Equations
Graphs
Outcome:
Relate the terminal voltage, current, and power
Simplify electric series circuit, parallel circuits
and series-parallel'circuits.
master Ohm's Law and Kirchoff's Laws.
Assessment:
On-line testing
written test
Case Study Report
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Module3: DC Circuits Analysis:
I. Circuit analysis techniques:
a. source transformation
b. Nodal Voltage
c. Mesh current methods
d. Superposition Principle
e. Voltage and Current Division Rules
_e. Cramer's Method
2. Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits
3. maximum power transfer and load matching.
4. Case study
Prerequisites:
• Module 2,
• System of Linear Equations
• Matrix Arithmetic: Determinants, Cramer's method
• Differentiation
Outcome:
• Mastering circuit analysis techniques
• Analyze complicated circuits
Assessment:
On-line testing
written test
Case Study Report
Module 4: Inductance, Capacitance & Electromagnetism:
1. Magnetic Forces
2. Induced emf
3. Inductance
4. Capacitance
5. Energy of charged capacitors and inductors
6. Case Studies
Prerequisites:
• Modules 1-3,
• First Order Differential Equations.
Outcome :
Relate the force experienced by a conductor to the
intensity of magnetic field and other variables.
understand Faraday and Lenz' laws
Assessment:
On-line testing
written test
Case Study Report
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Module 5: Sinusoidal Steady-State Analysis:
i. Periodic Functions
2. Complex Numbers
3. Reactive Elements
4. Phasor Concept
5. Real and Reactive Power
6. Power Factor and its Effect on Power
7. Case studies such as Appliance and equipment power
ratings, efficiency of tools such as cutting tools
will be studied.
8. Power Factor Corrections.
9. Case Study.
Prerequisites:
Modules 1-5
Complex Number Arithmetic
Outcome:
Relate frequency, amplitude, phase, terminal voltage
and current to resistance and reactance of the
circuit.
Understanding the characteristics of periodic
functions
Master Phasor technique to analyze, and solve AC
Circuits
Distinguish between real and reactive powers
Mastering power factor corrections
Assessment:
On-line testing
written test
Case Study Report
),)_8
Module 6: Selected Topics in Electrical
I. Diode
2. Transformer
3. Operational Amplifiers
4. Case Studies
prerequisites :
Modules 1-5
Exponential functions
Integration
Outcome:
understanding of transformers,
amplifiers, diodes, and their
Assessment:
On-line testing
written test
Case Study Report
Engineering:
operational
applications
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Module 7 : Transient Circuits:
i. The natural response of RL circuit
2. The natural response RC circuit.
3. The natural response of RLC circuit
4. Analogy
4.
5. Case Studies
Prerequisites:
• Modules 1-6
• First Order
Equations
and Second Order Differential
Outcome :
Understand the behavior of the Inductor and Capacitor
Distinguish between transient and steady state
responses
Understand the principles of storing energy in L &C
Understand the principle of spark plugs principle.
Assessment:
I
On-line testing
Written test
Case Study Report
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Module 8" Digital Concepts:
i .
2.
3.
4.
5.
Number Systems
Boolean Algebra
Logic Gates
Flip Flops
Sequential Circuits
Outcome:
Understand Boolean Algebra
Understand basic digital elements such as Logic
gates, Flip Flops
Understand sequential circuits
Prerequisites:
• Modules 1-4
• Boolean Algebra
Assessment:
On-line testing
written test
Case Study Report
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Components of CBI :
Attractive text screen and graphics
Choice of Voice or text or both
Convenient, standardized navigation
Ease of Navigation with the module
Use of hot buttons
Case studies and examples
Video clips
Animation
Book marking
On line tests with Feedback to user
Provide progress report to faculty
buttons
382
Our Experience:
Six modules have been introduced to candidates
at Focus:Hope
A text Book are used along with the CBI modules
Students
• like the CBI modules
• did not like using the text book
• took the quizzes repeatedly until they get
perfect grade
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Dr. S. Raj Chaudhury
Norfolk State University
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Using HTML as a Collaborative Work Tool For Middle School
Students
Brian GLza
The Regional Collaboratives For Excellence In Science Teaching
SZB 356, U. T. Austin, 78712
(512) 471-9279
bhgiza @tenet.edu
http:Hwww.edb.utexas.edu/regcol/
personal website:
http://www2.cibola, net/~bhgiza/
Abstract
As the gulf between technology haves and have-nots increases, educators
benefit from understanding how the most common tool of internet collaboration,
Hypertext Markup Language, may be used in their own classrooms. A classroom
which may have computers, but lack a direct internet connection, can still use
HTML off-line as a collaborative work too/, preparing students and educators for
an increasingly on-line world. This document summarizes the training approach
taken by the Texas Regional Co/laboratives in educator professional
development for the use of HTML in schools,
Introduction
Most people believe that the internet is a giant network of computers connected together throughout the
world - and it is..partly.,.But the internet is really something even more fundamental and less well
understood The internet would more accurately be described as a set of,..
(what do you think?)
Protocols (an agreed-upon method for doing things)
Setting The Context For The Classroom - Collaboration in the development of the
World Wide Web
The intemet is not run by anyone, or controlled by anyone, in the classic sense, but there are international
standards organizations which have committees to agree upon how computer networks can connect and
share information. There are a lot of different kinds of networks, and many have proprietary protocols, but
if a network uses the agreed-upon international standards, it is capable of sharing data or collaborating via
the "internet" in the popular sense, that subset of protocols and organizational structures which is
commonly called the World-Wide Web - the largest and most powerful network ever developed.
The process of working together to set standards is not about permission hierarchies or control ... it merely
means that a process is in place to ensure that a computer network can speak a language common to
other networks. Collaboration and information sharing is more important in this process than the market-
driven proprietary approaches which have been so valuable in creating innovative solutions to networking
problems. This philosophical position, that common standards and the free flow of information is pre-
eminent, has not been universally endorsed, and some fascinating battles are playing out in the
marketplace today. There is an intriguing tension between individual, often highly creative proprietary
approaches which move the technologies forward, but which butt heads with the drive toward common
standards.
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These protocols are good for collaboration, and cooperative work was what they were developed for, by
military, research, and university collaborators, so that they could share information and communicate over
great distances, no matter where they are, or what type of computer or operating system they are using.
People agreeing about how computers can talk to each other so that they can too...a nice concept
generally.
Of course, some of the most vitriolic and intense verbal battles may be witnessed on the usenet as
advocates for various platforms or approaches exchange ideas in the "comp.infosystems" newsgroups ...
but we will emphasize civility for now...
During the 1980's a young physicist named .tim Berners-Lee used a form of HYPERTEXT (electronically
linked documents) to keep track of his own research, and he eventually became a key advocate of this
tool. helping others to use this method of connecting information together. It worked very well on the big
main-frame multi-user UNIX computers he and his co-workers at Europe's CERN research institute used.
Berners-Lee continued to collaborate with his fellow physicists in the U.S.A. and elsewhere, using the
early version of the internet available then --actually little more than a way of sending e-mail back and forth.
In late 1991 he sent out a message to many of his co-workers who had also begun to use hypertext,
inviting them to join an electronic mail LIST, or central place to send and receive e-mail. The subject of the
list was to improve hypertext communication and collaboration over networks. Since there were so many
types of networks developing, collaboration _ going to take some agreement, and maybe even some
argument about standards. These e-mail messages were archived, and can be retrieved by anyone
knowledgeable about the process. Here is that first message:
WorldWideWeb mailing list: Introduction
Tim Berners-Lee (timbl)
Mon, 28 Oct 91 16:33:14 GMT+0100
We have (at last!) started the www-interest mailing list. Your name is, for one reason or another, on it. The
list is a list for announcements about the World Wide Web (W3) distributed information system, mainly
about o New online information available o New W3 software releases If you do not want to be on this list,
please accept our apologies and mail listserv@ info.cern.ch with the message body delete www-interest
(small piece cut out by me for brevity) If you have any queries for a human response, mail
www-int erest-request @info.cern.ch.
Tim BL
Towards the end of 1992 there was a new person adding his e-mail messages to the list, a university
graduate student by the name of Marc Andreesen, who worked for NCSA at the University of Illinois in
Champagne. He posted this message:
html & emacs
Marc Andreessen (marc,a@ ncsa.uiuc.edu)
Mon, 16 Nov 92 20:21:23 -0800
Anyone written code to construct HTML files in Emacs?
rm hacking something up; let me know if you're
interested .... Marc
A little while later Andreesen, now a regular poster to the listserve, submitted a message announcing the
release of his "hack" -- a very creative bit of software which allowed a user to click on text links to jump from
one document to another, and which displayed pictures seamlessly along with the text. This product,
which was released for free, was called MOSAIC, and soon after that Andreesen, in his eady to mid
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twenties, started a company called NETSCAPE, to commercialize the product. The stock made millions
the first day it was released...
Marc Andreessen (marca@ncsa.uiuc.edu)
Thu, 19 Aug 93 03:27:42 -0500
You may be happy to know that I have before me a Mosaic running a quite revised HTML widget, thanks to
Eric's kamikaze work ethic, that includes the following features: No more document pages or large virtual
windows - everything is managed by the widget itself (including scrollbars). (TEXT REMOVED BY ME
FOR BREVITY) Jumping to anchor in document in new window (e.g. using middle button) now works.
Performance
performance
performance!
(Really!) In addition to Eric, rd like to thank my mother, Roy Buchanan, Johannes Brahms, Cariann and
Amy at Espresso Royale, Pepperidge Farm, J. Crew, Smith Barney Hutton Shearson Lehman
Brothers And Sisters, Mystery Science Theatre 3000, the State of Idaho, and Bill Clinton for these
breakthroughs. G'night, Marc
In Sum:
-The World Wide Web is a special form of the internet which uses Hypertext (associated with Tim
Berners-Lee), and graphic-based software tools (like NETSCAPE, developed by Marc Andreesen) to
simplify sharing and displaying information.
- It is perfect for schools, and IT WILL WORK WHETHER A COMPUTER IS ATTACHED TO A
NETWORK OR NOT. We will discuss that further in the next section.
- It is the perfect tool for collaborative work groups: It was developed for that purpose, and since it is so
easy to use, a middle-school student can leam to use NETSCAPE and Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML) to present group reports or write papers quickly and easily.
Making HTML Easy and the internet EASY to learn and use
Question: What is the "Language Of The Internet"?
Answer: The common internet protocol most often uses a document language called HTML ("HyperText
Markup Language") to share information. HTML is an easy-to-learn system for controlling how text and
images are displayed and transferred from computer to computer - or even just on one computer, without
a network.
HyperText Markup Language is a text-based protocol designed to transmit information about the way a
document has been formatted, Every word processor does the same thing, and most do it in their own
special, proprietary way, which is why it is so difficult to open a Word 6 for Macintosh document in
WordPerfect, for example. Each word processor uses somewhat different hidden codes to save
information about tables, bold or italicized text, headings, etc. This text manipulation process is known as
document markup and the codes often use obscure and hidden symbols or characters. HTML is just an
agreed-upon text-based protocol to do markup without odd or proprietary characters. It is especially
capable of doing two main things:
1 - Exchange documents, including document formatting information as asy-to-read and platform
independent lext.
2 - include addressing, linking, or hyperlinking information within the document.
If you format text and then save it as "RTF" text (Rich Format Text), it stores the formatting information as
hidden coded text. You can see this by opening an RTF file with a plain text editor such as Notepad in
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Windows, or Teachtext on a Macintosh. In many word processors you can "reveal codes" to see the
formatting. In the images below you can compare how this is done:
Image 1: (insert image titled "paracode.gif" here)
This image shows how Word 6 paragraph formatting can be revealed, showing
its special characters.
Image 2: (insert image titled "rtfsampl.gif" here)
RTF was a common cross-platform document markup standard which also used plain text formatting - but
was complex and not easy to create by hand.
Image 3: (insert image titled "htmsampl.gff" here)
HTML greatly simplifies the understanding of document markup with intuitive formatting "tags" or codes,
allowing even middle school students to quickly learn to manipulate documents with its language.
There is even better news: Now that HTML has become such a popular standard, most word processors
permit you to save documents as HTML, just by choosing that file type in the "Save As" menu. As a matter
of fact, that is one good way to learn HTML, by comparing the HTML created by a modern word processor
when savin 9 an existing document with HTML created from scratch!
In addition, there are a lot of computer software companies working as hard as they can to dream up the
best way to make life simpler and easier for people who want to create HTML documents from scratch.
These "Web Editors" are often very powerful, and very cheap.
There are several software "Web Editors" which will even check your HTML syntax, identifying errors and
highlighting them for you. Some of the most powerful ones are absolutely free. One example of this type
of HTML-checking web editor is "Webber", a PC-based tool from Expertintelligence Corporation. Another
popular Windows-based tool which is small enough to fit on a floppy together with the files it creates,
which includes an integrated preview browser, and which is free, is DIDA by Godfrey Ko. It can be given to
students to take home with them, furnishing them with a| the HTML tools they need in one small file.
Webber and DIDA suffer from being Windows-only though.
A very useful cross-platform tool which has a whole suite of features, which works virtually identically in
both the Mac and Windows versions, and which contains an integrated preview browser is AOLPress,
available free online. It is one of the best values for Mac users, and has an advantage for classrooms with a
mix of platforms, since you can train once for both the Mac and Windows user, concentrating on the HTML
content issues, and not platform-specific ones. All three of these tools (Webber, DIDA, and AOLPress)
will generate a pre-formatted blank HTML page, making the process of getting started much easier.
Teaching and Learning Basic HTML
Earlier in this presentation HTML was described as an agreed upon method for formatting documents
which can be transferred electronically, and which stores addressing information within the document.
HTML is also very, very logical in human terms. Ask yourself: What would be the easiest way to create a
memorable code that would tell a computer to "begin centering here" (insert text of choice) "end
centering here" and which would be easy for humans to remember and use? Let us see how HTML does
it:
<CENTERinsert whatever you want centered here</CENTER
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The method shown above is the most common and easy to use method for centering things on a page
when using HTML. Although it was not part of the original plan it has been adopted by the standards
organizations.
In HTML a formatting code is called a TAG. (example: <CENTER)
All HTML tags begin and end with angle brackets: "<" and "" Most HTML TAGS come in pairs, an opening
and a closing version, with the closing, or ending version of the pair being the same as the beginning
version, except that the closing tag begins with a slash after the first angle bracket. In the CENTER TAG
described above, the opening tag is <CENTER and the closing tag is </CENTER). HTML is not brain
surgery. Kids take to it very quickly.
One concern parents, teachers, and administrators have about the use of the internet in the classroom is
that often some students know far more than we do about this technology. That is O.K., though. HTML
and the inlernet has been an important feature of K-12 technology for only about five years...a very small
par1 of an adult's life, but a major chunk of lime in the life of a middle school student. A twelve-year-old may
have constructed their entire framework of understanding about technology around the idea that the
internet is important, and they are often highly motivated to learn about it. So how do we turn this
motivation to our benefit? By training peer leaders in appropriate intemet use!
When NASA's MU-SPIN program partnered with El Paso's schools and
the local Regional Education Center to create a program to develop these peer leaders, the result was the
KWlC Kids program ("Kids Writing Internet Curricula"), a successful component in the local technology
outreach of NASA MU-SPIN's Network Resource Training Center.
(insert image "kwicert.gif" here)
There are many excellent references for teaching HTML which would complement any program of
professional development in use of the internet. Our program recommends two because of their cross-
platform approach, as well as simple and comprehensive information: Netscape's guide (some versions of
which come with their software), and Elizabeth Castro's Visual Quickstart Guide "HTML and the World
Wide Web" (get the second edition, which covers HTML version 3.2).
Basic Stuff:
Almost all HTML documents are made up of two sections:
1: The HEADER, which contains information for the computer and the software to use. Headers begin
with <HEAD and end with </HEAD (Don't confuse headers with the traditional document heading used by
many students and teachers in classroom documents - in this case the information between <HEAD and
</HEAD is not for the human reader, and contains information almost exclusively for the software).
2: The BODY, which contains the part of the document that the user will see, including all of the text,
graphics, tables, and the formatting information affecting them. The body begins with <BODY and ends
with </BODY. HTML documents begin with <HTML and end with the </HTML tag.
For the rest of this tutorial we will refer to a standard HTML style guide or Template. I usually have students
initially copy this template out by hand, or type it on a computer, to get used to seeing HTML tags, and to
get a feel for what they mean.
Although HTML coding can be extremely complex, it does not need to be. Some of the most information-
rich and beautiful web pages are also the most simple in terms of the code that created them. HTML gets
most complex when people try to use it to reproduce desktop publishing documents -- something which it
was not designed to do. It was designed for simple information sharing and the linking of documents
together in a platform independent way. It is perfect for group reports in a science lab, or to create
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"Powerpoint" style multimedia presentations. These kinds of uses can be accomplished by using just
fifteen TAGS! It is not unreasonable to expect students or educators to learn such a small repertoire of
powerful commands. The benefits for cooperative work in the classroom are potentially very significant.
These first ten TAGS are sufficient to make a simple HTML page without any inline images or hyperlink
connections. See if you can figure out what each what each one stands for:
1: <HTML and <JHTML
2: <HEAD and </HEAD
3: <TITLE and </TITLE
4: <BODY and </BODY (Body includes <BODY BGCOLOR='" and <BODY BACKGROUND="" many tags
have extensions, and these extensions are particularly useful in creating attractive pages).
5:<H1 and </H1
6: <CENTER and </CENTER
7: <B and </B (HTML purists prefer <STRONG and </STRONG)
8:<1 and </I (HTML purists prefer <EM and </EM)
9: <P
10: <BR
The last five "Key" TAGS are more complicated, but they give HTML its power. They are:
11: <IMG SRC_imagename.gif" (where imagename.gif is the name of an image file, with the proper
extension, such as .gif)
12: <A HREF="filename.htmr'filename.html<JA (where filename.html is the name of a file to be
hypertinked to this location - meaning that selecting the name between the opening and closing tag will
cause the browser software to move to that page).
13: <TABLE and </TABLE
And the table row and cell (table data) tags:
14: <TR and <JTR
15: <TD and </TD (the table tags are by far the most complicated formatting tags of these fifteen, but they
can be extremely useful in control document layout).
Almost all of these tags can be altered with additional components, but these are things that can be added
later. For now, using just these tags powerful hyperlinked and attractive documents can be created.
(insert the image "htmltemp.gif" here)
In the next section we will look at each tag, and add them one by one to an HTML page. I will save each
page over and over again, numbering each one and opening it in Netscape to show how the document
grows. I suggest saving documents in stages with numbered, consistent names as a standard method for
leaming HTML I will begin, though, by making a directory (or folder) for my HTML and images, and I will put
all of my versions there. It is good to have this incremental trail of versions to check when mistakes happen
(and they will). Fortunately HTML is a very effective discovery learning tool, and students should be
encouraged to make errors and compare them to working versions of pages.
Classroom Approaches
Classroom Templates (which may be found on the web at the URL
http://www.edb.utexas.edu/regcol/htm4kids/). These sample templates take the learner step by step
and tag by tag through the process of creating a useful HTML page. In this essay only the first and last
versions of the HTML page training templates are included.
Page 01 : (the blank HTML document, with just a title)
<HTML
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<HEAD
<TITLEBG01: Look at where this goes! - on the TITLE BAR!
</TITLE
</HEAD
<BODY
</BODY
</HTML
Page 12: (the final page in the template sequence)
<HTML
<HEAD
<TITLEBG12:Look at where this goes! - on the TITLE BAR!
</TITLE
</HEAD
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF"
<CENTER
<H1This is color #FFFFFF (white) - you may use any combination of six numbers 0-9 and letters A-F for
colors</H1
</CENTER
Now we will add some <Bbold</B text - and some <litalicized</I text <P
We have added a paragraph tag between the line above and this one. Add your paragraph here by
replacing this text with your own.
<BR
And we have added a line break between the line above and this one
<P
<IMG SRC="picture.gif"
<P
<A H RE F="nextpage.htm"nextpage.htm</A
<P
<Center
<TABLE Border="1"
<TR
<TDThis is in the first table cell</TD
<TDThis is in the second table cell</TD
</TR
<TR
<TDthis is in the third table cell</TD
<TDthis is in the fourlh table cell</TD
</TR
</TABLE
</Center
</BODY
</HTML
Now: A five day classroom exercise for middle school. This is a five step sequence of lessons for using
HTML as a collaborative work tool in a middle school classroom (This assumes a five-day, one period-per-
day week, and that Netscape and a simple text editor such as Notepad or Teachtext is available on a
computer in the classroom). Of course teachers should adapt this to their own situation.
Day 1:
Show students the "Standard HTML Style" template and have them copy it onto paper. Then have each
student write three paragraphs on three separate pieces of paper: a paragraph about themselves, a
paragraph about their family or school, and a paragraph about their favorite interest.
Day 2:
Students create three HTML files on paper, replacing the phrase "this is where you write your text" with
their own paragraph on the Standard HTML Style template presented earlier. They may disregard the
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subsequentparagraphsfornow. Iftimepermitstheymayusethecomputertexteditorto beginwriting
theirHTML,savingthefilesasplaintext(noformatting)withthename"theirinitials-number.htm"(Sincemy
initialsareB.G.,myfirstfilenamewouldbe bg01.htm).Weusethe htmextensioninsteadof htmlto
ensurecompatibilityonallsystems,evenolderDOSones.
Day3:
ThisdayisusuallyspentwritingtheHTMLonthecomputer.Rememberto saveeachstudent'sfilewitha
distinctivename,andmakesurethateachfileendswiththeextension.htm(itis bestto usea| lowercase,
andto neveruseanyspaces).Icreateadirectoryorfolderforeachstudento avoidconflicts.Day4: The
tricky part: Open Netscape, and using the File menu command OPEN: File browse for each student's file
and display it. There will be mistakes. This is the learning process. Have students see if they can identify
errors in each other's files. Try changing things (making fonts bold, or centering parts of text). Save each
file separately as bg02.htm, bg03.htm, etc., each time you change it. Then a student can troubleshoot, or
watch their HTML evolve.
Day 5:
Add hyperlinks to files, linking them together. A hyperlink from bgOl.htm to bg02.htm would mean
adding the phrase <A HREF="bg02.htm" bg02.htm</A on the document named bg01.htm. When it
displays in Netscape you will only see the underlined term "bg02.htm", and clicking on it with a mouse will
make Netscape jump to that file and display it (if the file is in the same directory with bg01 .htm). Now try
adding images and linking files from student workgroups together as one hyperlinked project made from
many pages! Adding images: Using digital images saved in either jpg or gif format, you may add a picture
to your student's directory, and then create a link that displays that picture on their page by use of the
<IMG SRC="pictname.gif" tag. Make sure to have both brackets (< and ), to name files inside of quotes
within a tag, and to never have spaces in a name. I use uppercase for tags, and lowercase for filenames, to
make things easier to troubleshoot. Expect mistakes and enjoy them! Feel free to visit our website to see
this training in action, or to contact me via my e-mail address of "bhgiza@tenet.edu". Good luck, and
remember to have fun!
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Geologic Mapping of Mars
Katherine H. Price
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
Physical & Life Science Dept.
6300 Ocean Drive, CI-316
Corpus Christi, Texas 78412
kprice @falcon.tam ucc.edu
512-994-5721
512-994-2795
Planetary geologic mapping involves integrating a terrestrial-based understanding of
surface and subsurface processess and mapping principles to investigate scientific
questions. Mars mappers must keep in mind that physical processes, such as wind
and flowing water on Mars, are or were different from terrestrial processes because the
planetary atmospheres have changed differently over time. Geologic mapping of Mars
has traditionally been done by hand using overlays on photomosaics of Viking Orbiter
and Mariner images. Photoclinometry and shadow measurements have been used to
determine elevations, and the distribution and size of craters have been used to
determine the relative ages of surfaces- more densely cratered surfaces are older.
Some mappers are now using computer software (ranging from Photoshop to Arclnfo)
to facilitate mapping, though their applications must be carefully executed so that
registration of the images remains true. Images and some mapping results are now
available on the internet, and new data from recent missions to Mars (Pathfinder and
Surveyor) will offer clarifying information to mapping efforts.
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Advanced Networking and Technology
Ms. Bessie Whitaker
NASA Ames Research Center
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Multimedia Break-out Session- Day 2
Dr. Michael Kolitsky
University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. William Lupton
Morgan State University
Dr. Mou-Liang Kung & Mr. Wallace Hendricks
NoTfolk State University
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AL J BRA is.a Windows based
multimedia CD-ROM tutorial
which illustrates and teaches
Algebra I and II concepts.
For more information or to purchase a
copy please cQntact us.
AL J BRA features a multicultural
cast of animated teens led by AL J,
who tutor users in a peer-to-peer
environment in algebra topics
ranging from real numbers to
quadratic equations.
Bundled with AL J BRA are three
math-based games:
• Rescue lvlisson
• Solve-It
• Co-Pilot
These games challenge the user's
algebraic skills to successfully
complete action-packed sequences.
AL J BRA offers a challenge section
that allows users to test their
comprehension of each lesson. AL J
BRA also allows the user to monitor
their progress in each section of the
software. The results are saved for
later review.
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Electronic Publishing on Multiple Media
Mou-Liang Kung, Wallace Hendricks, Sue Koopman, and Eric Delk
Department of Computer Science
Norfolk State University
Norfolk, Virginia 23504
757-683-8650
757-683-9229
m_kung @vger. nsu.edu
The Proliferation of Internet usage in the general public is attributed to eye-
pleasing Web documents created in HTML (HyperText Markup Language), a
page-displaying language for network delivery. However, HTML suffers from
many limitations. Since the HTML document style is built in the Web browser,
Web documents are permanently locked to the Web Browser, and vice versa,
limiting HTML documents for Web publishing only. When a document created in
HTML needs to be published on other media such as disks, CD-ROM, or paper,
an elaborate editing processes must be used, one for each media. Furthermore,
HTML is but one document type totally incapable of describing sophisticated
structures found in music scores, molecular structure, mathematical formula, etc.
Ideally, a document should only be created once and published many times on
demand, on different publishing media, and on the fly. The way to achieve this is
to create documents in SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language). SGML
is an ISO standard that defines a set of rules to create to new document markup
languages, free from computing platform, editing software, format, style or
presentation. An SGML document is a text with its structure (header, paragraph,
table, and lists) clearly tagged according to a specific DTD (Document Type
Definition). This DTD, written in the meta-language SBML, defines the tags and
the relationship among the tagged texts for a particular document type, whether it
is musical, chemical or mathematical in nature. Accessing the SGML, documents
for viewing, printing, or web publishing is really nothing but attaching a style sheet
for a particular kind of output media on the fly. Although HTML was a DTD derived
from SGML, the lack of enforcement of document validation in browsers makes
parsing of non-validated HTML documents for structure impossible,
consequently completely useless for other types of electronic publishing.
SGML is known for its power but unfortunately, its complexity as well.
Validated SGML tools are expensive. The high startup cost and the complexity of
SGML are the main reasons for its lack of public acceptance. But the problems of
SGML are now tackled head-on by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The
W3C recently published the working draft of a new meta-language, XML
(eXtensible Markup Language), a trimmed down version of SGML, specially
tailored for network delivery.
XML allows one to deliver powerful, structured documents without the SGML
complexity. An immediate application is in the PUSH technology(e.g. CDF,
Microsoft's Channel Definition Format). The XML documents, pushed from the
vendors to the customers, can carry structured information such as IP-numbers
and user-specific identification for proper information dissemination. In addition,
structured XML documents take JAVA to a new height when it gives JAVA
something to process on to achieve ubiquitous computing.
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A state-of-the-art SGML based electronic publishing system called DynaText is
being setup at Norfolk State University under a software grant from INSO
Corporation (formerly EBT). The DynaWeb, a part of the DynaText Publishing
system is one of the few Web Servers that serve XML documents. The
experience of converting the NSU Catalog and other hypermedia courseware to
SGML/XML will be presented.
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Networking Break-out Session- Day 2
Mr. Kurt E. Roberson
Elizabeth City State University
Dr. Shermane Austin
City College of New York
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Ms. Elaine Lewis
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Ms. Carolyn Harris
NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies
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USERS' CONFERENCE
Presentation by
Goddard Institute for Space Stud;._s_,,.,
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Research Teams
Cloud Structure in Storm Lifecycles
Forcings on Climate Sub-Teams
• Optimization of the GISS GCM Vertical Resolution
Trends in Tropospheric Sulfates
Representation of E1 Nifio, Storms, and Rossby graves in the
GISS GCM and their relationships
Ocean Variability in the Coupled General Circulation Model
Global Methane Inventory
Impacts of Climate Change
Palynology and. Climate Change
Radiative Forcings on the Earth's Climate
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.i
• Provide a way for students and faculty to
actively participate in the ICP program from
their schools/colleges, contributing to team
research, gaining research knowledge and
skills and annually presenting their findings.
This research tool is expected to create a
student and faculty research network in
NYC public schools and CU_'Y colleges
that addresses national and state Standards
for Science, Mathematics and Technology.
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New Researcher Investigation
The knowledge and skills acquired in this study are meant to be a first step toward forf
informed perspective on the question:Is the Climate Changing? Specifically, this inve_
involves students in the study of how much the Earth's climate varies and why. It corn
providing students with the opportunity to submit a viewpoint to this homepage based
results of their study. Communicating knowledge gained in research is a responsibility
scientists have to educate the public and build scientific consensus for their research cl
By advancing through three levels of research tasks (basic, intermediate, and advanceci
will gain experience thinking about and working through a problem scientifically. The
be introduce to the current ICP projects, as well as the research skills and the climate d
advance our understanding of the climate system.
Viewpoints: Is the Climate Changing':
Policy Makers Scicnti,,t.,_
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New Researcher Investigation: Is The Climate Changing?
After carefully analyzing the figure, write your analysis in t_"Studer, t Journal." below.
Changes In Temperature Global Record (1870 - 1990)
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warming, cooling, constant and/or _ing "
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Institute on Climate and Planets
Cloud Structure in Storm Lifecycles
Introduction: The Problem With Clouds
What if humans are causing our planet Earth to heat up? Will polar ice caps melt?
Will sea levels rise? Will deserts expand? If the E_th's climate is changing, what
will happen to the clouds? Will more clouds form? Wilt these clouds warm or
cool the planet?
Research scientists at
NASA attempt to predict
future climate changes.
But they need to know
more about clouds to
make better predictions.
Since storms are the
primary cloud-makers in
the Earth's atmosphere,
the clouds project
attempts to stud)' how
storm systems make
clouds.
Infrared satellite image of the earth. (Source: ISCCP)
This year the clouds project will track cloud formations through many individual
storms, as well as how clouds change as a result of stormier seasons over a
number of years.
These investigations will provide a better understanding of how storms make
clouds, helping scientists to better simulate clouds in computer models, and
improving their ability to predict how the Earth's future climate will change. For a
more detailed discussion, please visit the Clouds project description page.
Guiding Science Questions
While learning about the Earth's climate through research activities and project_,
it is important to recall the main questions that currently guide climate research
projects at the Ir':,titutc, ,_ (i:::_:.,:_, .:: '_L'_': r>._'>_:
Conference
ICP Home +7 1. What makes the Earth a habitable planet?
2. Is the Earth's climate changing?
3. Can we realistically simulate climate variability?
4. What is the role of clouds in climate change."
5. How do clouds relate to atmospheric dynamics?
GISS Home
Skills/Knowledge Development
Basic
5q5
* Introductor\ activity
. HOw can a cloud affect the Earth's temperaturcO
• What does a cloud look like from a satellite?
• Using satellite images of storm cloud.,, t_) make weather predictions.
Intermediate
• Learn how to classify clouds.
• Introduction to NASA data plots of storms and clouds.
• What is the effect of low,thick clouds in the atmosphere?
• What kinds of clouds are produced by midlatitude storms?
Advanced
• Relating storm clouds to global climate change.
1997-1998 Long-Term Research Projects
Students may use NASA data plots on storm clouds to participate in a number of
investigations that:
• Connect science to global climate change
• Facilitate analysis and inquiry skills
• Relate fundamental science concepts to climate research
• Allow students to collaborate with practicing NASA scientists
The following is a list of sample investigation questions:
Current Research Questions
• What is the relationship between variations in seasonal atmospheric
dynamics and seasonal cloud properties'?
• What is the relationship between sea level pressure anomaly and cloud
thickness in a mid-latitude storm'?
Future Research Note: these pages yet to be added. Please be patient.
• How is surface pressure related to clouds dunng ocean storms'?
• How is _urface pressure related tO clouds during land storms?
• What kinds of clouds form along a cold front in a storm?
• How are tropical storm clouds different from midlatitude storm clouds?
hup://suramer.giss.nasa.gov/projects/clouds,qndex.html
Last updated." 1997:10:07, LK
5q6
1What Kinds of Clouds Are Produced By
Midlatitude Storms?
In the earlier activity, H_pothesis, you made some predictions as to the amounts of the
different cloud types that would be seen in a storm. In the previous activity, Data, yo-_
have seen how cloud researchers are able to identify the types of clouds found in a
storm from satellite data. In this section you will see how you can use this data to
determine the true percentages of all cloud types occuring in a storm. To make this
determination, you will transfer the satellite data into a spreadsheet and use the
spreadsheet to see the distribution of the cloud typs in the storm.
The proceedure described below will guide the user through some preliminary steps in
a short analysis of the midlatitude storm data. This proceedure assumes that the user is
using the spreadsheet Microsoft Excel, the Windows 95 operating system, and a
Windows 95 based Web Browser.
The following sections show the steps that you need to follow in order to get the data
that you will use to determine the distribution or the types of clouds found in a
midlatitude storm of your choosing. If at any time you are unsure as to how you
should carry out that step, click on that step and the detailed instructions for that step
will appear in the bottom frame in the column to the right.
Determing the true percentage of cloud types in a storm
1. Select the region of your storm wi_ the most clouds.
2. Open the "Storm Analysis" worksheet for your version of Excel.
3. Copy the Optical Thickness data into the ii'rst column of the spread,beet.
4. Copy the Cloud Top Pressure data into the second column of the spreadsheet.
5. Run the macro CloudProp to produce a graph of your data.
6. Save the graph as an HTML document.
About the Clouds Web Pages
The Clouds instructional web pages are designed to engage students in learning about the Earth's
climate through project work that emphasizes the relationship betv,_eit clouds and long-term climate
change.
Students are introduced to the process of conducting scientific research that may contribute to
solving research problems concerning climate researchers at the NASA Goddard Institute.
The Clouds Web Pages: Progressive Educational Features
Problem-based learning:
Students engage in actual scientific research
Systems Thinking
The study of clouds involes exploring Earth as a system
Visualization:
Complex concepts are presented through computer animations
Raw Data Acquisition:
Students gain access to actual satellite imaging data
Spreadsheet Analysis'
Students manipulate data by interfacing with Microsoft Excel
Communication:
Research results are presented over the World Wide Web
Collaboration:
Students communicate with research partners over the Internet
Contribution:
Student research may contribute to scientific publications
• Return to Education Page.
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Earth Climate Course Curriculum Module Structure
Core Events
"Big" science question
and problem scenario
NY State Science Standard
#$1 elaborate on basic scientific
and.personal explanations of
natural phenomenon
#$7 analyze interdisciplinary
problems on local, national,
global scale
Exploring students initial
understanding of the problem
#$6: Common themes - model
behavior of natural systems,
also #$7
Concept learning - activities to
develop science knowledge and skill
The "knobs" that control global
and local climate
What happens when you start
playing with these "knobs"?
#$2:
#$3
access information from a range
of sources and use advanced
features, also." #S l, #$6
Mathematics, #S4: Physical
Setting
Research project- current climate
investigations at varying levels of difficulty
Monitoring the health of the Planet Earth via
satellite and ground-based
data and GCM output
=$t, =$2, _$3, #$4, #$7
addressing real- world probfems
Systems Thinking - development and revision
of climate system concept maps
How are the "knobs" interconnected?
#S4, #S6 and #$7
Defending and communicating research results #$6 and #$7
1997/98 Schools Piloting ICP Research & Curriculum
Schools
Forcinqs and Chaos
York College
MAST HS
Far Rockaway HS
A. Philip Randolph HS
School-based Activity Student Impact
Meteorology Course
Research Class
Earth Science Class
Research in Environmental Studies
20-25
20-25
25-30,
20-25
Bronx HS of Science
Clouds
A. Philip Randolph HS
Southern Connecticut State
Climate Impacts
School of the Future
Hunter College
Radia t_ve Forcin q,s
Townsend Harris HS
LaGuardia CC
Medgar Evers Coiiege
CCNY
Methane
Mott Hall Junior Hioh
Palyonolo.qy
George Washington HS
_522
GeoSciences Class
Research Program
Weather & Climate Research Class
Research Program
Research Program
Research Program
Oceanography Class
Physics Class
Research Program
Electrical Eng. Projects Class
Research Program
Instrumentation Course
Remote Sensing Course
Earth Science Class
AP Biology Class
Research Program
20-25
20-25
3-5
2-3
2-4
15-20
20-25
3-5
20-25
3-5
15-20
15-20
25-30
20-25
10-15
ri
i
Institutional SEM Development & Proposal Writing
Break-out Session
Dr. Mildred Boyd
NASA Godda_d S],,,TccFhght CcT_tcr
Dr. Nagi Wakim
Bowie StLTtc LITti-versit_t
523
1$2 L,
929
_2_,
52 7
52_
529
• • • _ • • •
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Distance Learning Break-out Session
Dr, He12ry hTgle
University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. John Williams
Prairie View A&M University
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TPDL
OUR
PERCEPTIONS
mmmmmmmmm
Entrepreneurs have a tendency to make
their own chances. There is the story of
the shoe manufacturer who sent his two
sons to the Mediterranean to scout out
new markets.
One wired back:"No point in staying on.
No one here wears shoes,"
The other son wired back: "Terrific
:opportunities. Thousand, still without
shoes. '_
Who do you think eventually took over
the business?
TPDL
PREMISES BEHIND
THE VISION
on technology Is a basic and esacotlal
resource to the work of the unlverlity. The luue Is no
longer one of whether or not to use Information
technolo_, but rather what, when, where and how
to use It for a strategic advantage.
Information technology needs to be easily and equitably
accessible _ on any sublect, from any location.
from allY Information technol _o_evsourer, and by
member of the community.
---_.._0_0 •
#2 A full range of Information technology
should be used to support more diverse and
contemporary teaching and learning
approaches and facilitate a broad range of
_scholarship, creative activity and research,
while at the same time, preserving and
disseminating vital Information. It should
facilitate the transformation of information
to knowledge, expand learning opportunities.
and allow limited resources to be used more
effectively and with greater accountability.
_i e_ llO
tion, the information technology
I .infrastructure - that is, the delivery system
ifor accessing and tapping information
_resources - should be characterized by its
flexibility, ease of use. wide-spread
connectivity, reliability,anytime-anywhere
accessibility, compatibility, standarization,
expert support staff and, in totality, support
the diverse users working to carry out the
mission of the University.
i_ _.w, _ _ p_,, _,_.,_,_. ,_ _ _
EvaluatingtheNew InformationTechnologies
TPDL
/
PPORTUNITIES FOR _
5L_2
TPDL
OUR
OUR MISSION i
I
B
I
I
n
OUR MISSION
Develops in._rucdonal pmgram_ that integrate • wide variety
of I_mt, face-to-face contact, aad eleetruni¢ commmficadon
media for _.achmg and lean_mg.
• Promotes the c_t-effective _ of new mformadou media
and leleeommtmi_tiou _clmolol_e_ at insmacrional sites
bach on and off-campux
I l i n n m m o IJ o ilgo m • o I mmier i
II • i II II II II • II II II II II II • I n II II i B m m
mlmlllw U log| |mm |ellgm| II|lg| |@meaam
TPDL |
OUR SERVICES I
OUR
SERViCeS /
ha_¢tlcaemd material for dis_a.nc¢ Iceram_t [
in the proper _ of eq_rr, e_,.t m the _sta:'l!_k-_"_mg :las.sroom_
- Prova_ teclmical sul:rport du,nng _ctcoconh _ Is aad
ixno,_ ofmuhimcdi• classroom usaSe.
- _bed_e aad coordinate the use 0fcampm, _ ,c¢ learning
facili_ _ l.h¢ network service _ a_c_er Iearmng SiteS.
!
-- St:pp_n f_'udty ha the butructionzJ ckvelogt _ m_plemeatafiou
tad itteS_atioe of Dew media and techaology _r ,--,'lUng and
leanflng, i
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TPDL
OUR RESOURCES ."
•°•oo•o•oooe
°oe °
° o
• Four fully equipped disttnce learning v'ldeo¢oaferencfag
suites with up (o • tall T-I In b=ndwld¢_.
• RegionaJ, o_,e,t,.,national ud [aternndooaJ eunaecdous
(brough l_¢al and omw teleeommuof¢=tioa networks.
• ISDN dlaJ4n and dlaJ-up lerVtCel for voke_ vtdeo and
dart connectivity.
• Sbfl_fea'l_.rtl_e _ web page deveJopmeat and Inter'net
• Stile of(be aM mul_medl| and inter=¢tive vtdeoconferendu|
facilities.
• ImJle 8canner sad dJlJ_d camera equipment for faculty
and student lnstructlea=i pro|eca.
• Vkleo projector =rid LCD panel for multimedia presentaflooJ.
PRODU_ERVICF__
Ex.is._ag Ncw
Existing O
New
TYPICAL MULTIDIRECTtONAL GROWTH STRATEGY
i
THRUST FOR FUTURE BUSINESS DEVELOP_
Products
t_rrent Modified New
Target Population Groups
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A di_l cumculum for dae 21sS C_tu_s' Jadgher Edu_ioo Inslru_oo
on Uni_l Su¢es-Mczico Border Issu_
hnp :' ww,.,, utep cdu,_order
The Commercialization of theInternet
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Communication Seminar_
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Thank you for your auendon
Dr. Henry Ingle
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